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Leap 
MIKE NEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
JMU's Shane Murphy set a JMU record Saturday night 
with a 9.7 on the balance beam as the Dukes vaulted past 
the University off North Carolina, 185.95 to 184.80. For 
more, see page 23. 
Student paper sues police 
for information on crimes 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
 senior writer  
The student newspaper at the 
University of Richmond filed a 
lawsuit Monday to force campus 
police to release the names of students 
arrested on campus. 
Before September 1991, the 
campus police voluntarily released the 
names and incident reports -to The 
Collegian, but after protests from the 
student government, police began to 
withhold that information. 
The newspaper and the university 
can't agree over whether the 
university is bound by law to release 
such information. 
The campus police "have all the 
power to arrest and perform as the city 
police," Alice Neff-Lucan, the 
newspaper's attorney, said. "With that 
power goes the duly of informing the 
public under the Freedom of 
Information Act." 
PAPER page 2 
Faculty proposes 
ending Fall Break 
by Matt Foster 
contributing writer 
JMU's Faculty Senate recently 
passed a proposal that might eliminate 
Fall Break. 
The proposal currently is being 
reviewed and will be brought before 
the University Council, JMU's second 
highest governing body, Feb. 18. 
JMU's mathematics department had 
expressed concern that unless extra 
class time could be created within the 
semester, the department would not 
meet accreditation standards set by the 
Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools. 
Dr. Robert Jerome, speaker of the 
Faculty Senate, proposed at the Jan. 
14 senate meeting that Fall Break be 
eliminated to provide that extra class 
time. 
The resolution, passed by the full 
senate, must go to the University 
Council before die academic calendar 
will be changed for next year. 
Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice president 
for academic affairs, has called for a 
committee to review the proposed 
change to the calendar before the 
University Council meeting. 
"I know that the students have 
some strong feelings about the break . 
. . we need to do a comprehensive 
look and look at a variety of 
solutions." 
She said her committee also will 
look at the overall calendar. "A 
change to the calendar has 
implications throughout the university 
... If you're going to juggle with the 
calendar you have to take them all into 
consideration." 
The math department is in jeopardy 
of losing accreditation because of 
limits to the number of dates four- 
credit calculus classes can meet, 
Jerome said. Many calculus classes 
are scheduled to meet four times a 
week and lose class time because 
classes don't meet on the first day of 
the semester, Fall Break or the day 
before Thanksgiving, he said. 
Although the math department 
hasn't yet violated the set standard of 
2,800 minutes class time for four- 
credit calculus classes, "We are 
dangerously close to where the SACS 
standards are not being met," Dr. 
Diane Spresscr, head of the math 
department, said. 
Jerome said the limited class time 
in the fall semester affects all 
professors, but that the math 
department brought the issue to the 
attention of the senate. 
"I think the faculty have lived with 
this for a number of years and they 
probably notice it more than the 
students do." 
Jerome said there are ways to solve 
the dilemma without removing a 
holiday. 
"One suggestion was to hold 
classes on the first Monday of the fall 
semester that was usually reserved for 
registration," he said. "Since we have 
phone registration though, it would 
appear that this day would be more 
expendable as compared to the Friday 
Fall Break holiday." 
Student reaction was mixed. 
"The elimination of Fall Break 
won't solve anything," sophomore 
computer information systems major 
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CONTIMVED from page I 
Ward Ponn said. "Basically, it's the university's 
fault for not planning ahead better." 
Junior marketing major Michelle Hall was more 
worried about the future. "I think a long-range 
solution has to be worked out before a hasty 
Paper  
CONTINUED from page 1 # 
"Whether or not the university should make arrest 
records available to the The Collegian is a policy 
issue," Randy Fitzgerald, Richmond public relations 
director, said. "We do not believe it is consistent 
with the university's relationship with its students to 
be a direct source for the release of the names of 
arrested students to the public." 
The outcome of the lawsuit hinges on whether 
Richmond, a private college, would still be 
considered a "public body." If the court decides that 
Richmond is a public body, that would mean it 
would be forced to release names and incident 
reports under the Virginia FOIA. 
But Richmond "does not believe either it or its 
campus police are a 'public body' subject to 
Virginia's FOIA," Fitzgerald said. 
Robert Dillard, chief of police at Richmond, 
could not be reached for comment. 
While the university maintains that the ongoing 
dispute is over policy, others maintain that it is a 
matter of law. 
"College is a very special, privileged time," Neff- 
Lucan said. "But when you get arrested and charged, 
that's reality, time. Virginia does not protect criminal' 
incident information, nor is there any privacy 
protection for arrest reports." 
Mark Goodman, director of the Student Press 
Law Center in Washington, D.C., said that while the 
campus police are paid by private funds, they are a 
branch of the city police and could be considered a 
public agency. 
But Fitzgerald and the university argue that the 
act is applicable only to "organizations, corporations 
or agencies in the commonwealth, supported wholly 
or principally by public funds." 
According to Neff-Lucan, a March 1992 
amendment to Virginia law increased the role of the 
FOIA over campus police organizations. The law 
was expanded to cover private institutions of higher 
learning, such as Richmond. 
Under that policy, the names in arrests are turned 
over to the local authorities. Fitzgerald said that The 
Collegian can get the information from city police. 
But Douglas Hanks III, editor of The Collegian, said 
that searching through the city police reports, 
"randomly looking for something from the 
University of Richmond" is impractical for a 
campus newspaper. 
"The idea is that if you live on campus, you have 
to know what parts [of campus] are dangerous, and 
decision can be made. There really is no easy way 
out of the problem." 
Jerome said faculty and students need to meet 
and solve the problem. He emphasized that no final 
decision has been made, and said the cancellation of 
Fall Break "probably won't be implemented for the 
next school year." 
Senior physics major Doug Drake saw the 
conflict as one that the math department needs to 
solve. "The department's problems with 
accreditation shouldn't be a major burden that 
students have to suffer for, by losing a holiday." 
what the campus police are doing." Neff-Lucan said. 
But Fitzgerald said releasing the information 
"could prejudice the conduct and outcome of the 
university's own student and administrative judicial 
proceedings." 
Neff-Lucan said that if the ruling was 
unfavorable for the paper, and the court determined 
that the language of the FOIA was not strong 
enough, then steps to amending the act would have 
to be suggested to the Virginia General Assembly. 
At JMU, campus police provide The Breeze with 
criminal information because the university is a 
state-supported institution. 
Neff-Lucan said, "The important thing to 
remember is when public authority is turned over to 
private organizations, then public oversight must 
follow." 
In a preliminary hearing Thursday, Richmond 
Circuit Judge Markow didn't say when he would 
decide the case. 
Dressed for success 
Tracey Lee (right), a senior theatre major, travelled around the world performing 
for the Department of Defense. She performed in various locations, including 
Japan, Korea, Okinawa, and Johnston Island. The tour returned to the U.S. on Jan. 
19. See story page 16. 
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Father's AIDS death gives student insight 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
staff-writer  
Since the emergence of AIDS students, have been 
confronted with lots of horror stories and scary 
statistics. But few have confronted the disease and its 
aftermath the way JMU sophomore Kristian Shelley 
has. 
Shelley's father, Robert, died on Dec. 15 from 
complications of AIDS.. 
Robert was diagnosed in 1986, before much was 
known about the virus. Kristian said his family isn't 
sure how Robert contracted the disease, but that the 
cause wasn't really important to them. What 
mattered was learning to deal with it, he said. 
"He was very open about it," Kristian said. "There 
were a lot of misconceptions [about AIDS] at that 
time arid he tried to clear it all away. That eased my 
mind, but I was still confused. It wasn't until much 
later, when he had progressed, that I knew more 
about the disease." 
Kristian, who has lived with his father since fifth 
grade following his parents' divorce, watched the 
progression of Robert's illness from a walking cane 
to a wheelchair and to the bed. 
"Once in a while it would hit me, what it would be 
like without him," Kristian said. "He was my world 
for so long, he was one of the most influential people 
in my life." 
Last spring, Kristian and his father told their story 
in a front-page article for The Washington Post. It 
was the first time the Shelleys had "gone public" 
with Robert's illness outside of close friends and 
family, and Kristian said it generated a lot of positive 
support. 
"People kind of opened up toward me, because 
maybe I opened up. In one way that was the whole 
point," Kristian said. "We got no money off the 
article or the story. It was something my dad and I 
just decided to do." 
After that article, the Shelleys were approached by 
several television news magazines. They gave an 
interview to ABC's "Prime Time Live" in March 
1992, but the episode did not air until Thanksgiving 
Day. 
The Shelleys watched it together at a friend's 
house. It was the last weekend Kristian spent with 
his father. 
"We both loved (the episode]," Kristian said. "We 
thought they did an excellent job with it, without a 
doubt. 
"I think he was holding on for two things: to come 
down for Parents' Weekend, since he didn't get to 
come down my freshman year, and the 'Prime Time' 
show," Kristian said. 
Robert showed no major symptoms of AIDS until 
the summer of 1991. For the last year and a half, 
Robert went through extensive treatment through the 
National Institutes of Health. Once or twice a week, 
he participated in various experimental treatments 
and protocols. 
Kristian has tried to turn his experiences with his 
father's illness into something positive by working 
with the Valley Aids Network in Harrisonburg. 
Initially becoming involved with the organization 
for a class assignment, Kristian continued his 
involvement, hoping some of his own experiences 
could benefit the program. He speaks to high school, 
college and community groups about AIDS from a 
personal view. 
ROB CALVERT/THE BREEZE 
Kristian Shelley works at D-hall to finance 
his education. 
'This is somebody's life," Kristian said. "Maybe 
through my experience, if I can bring that in, it might 
hit a litde closer to home." 
As a college student, Kristian doesn't feel that his 
peers can really identify with AIDS and the HIV 
virus. 
FATHER page 6 
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Was the groundhog wrong? 
Brian Maher (I), Chris Gowen and Kris Whitehead enjoyed 
Friday's unseasonably warm weather at the Row's basketball 
court. On Feb. 2 the groundhog saw his shadow, signaling 
six more weeks of winter weather. 
Film reveals apparent atrocities, 
deception of Allied attack on Iraq 
by Susan Edwards 
stqffwriter 
A representative from the 
International Action Center, a group 
that aims to prevent United States 
intervention overseas, spoke to about 
100 people in Harrison Hall Thursday 
night about the devastating effects of 
the Gulf War. 
"Sisters and brothers, we're here 
tonight to see a movie that's titled 
'Nowhere to Hide,'" said Paul Ahuja, 
a media representative and researcher 
for IAC. 
"And the reason the film has that 
title is because for 42 days, about two 
years ago, the Iraqi people had 
nowhere to hide from 88,000 tons of 
bombs that were dropped on them by 
the U.S. Air Force from planes that 
they couldn't see or hear. 
"It's still called 'Nowhere to Hide' 
because now, in Iraq, there is nowhere 
to hide from the sanctions . . . 
sanctions that are killing people just as 
surely as the bombs did." the former 
U.S. soldier said. 
The film, featuring clips of 
destruction in Iraq and commentary by 
Ahuja, was sponsored by Common 
Ground, a local organization that 
addresses issues of peace, justice and 
the environment. 
"I think it's important for us not to 
just forget something as huge as a war 
in which hundreds of thousands of 
people died," said JMU graduate 
Stephen Taranto, the coordinator of 
the program and a member of 
Common Ground's Board of 
Directors. 
"I hope that people will realize 
exactly what the toll of the war was 
for the people of Iraq . .. and for the 
people of America." He said that toll 
was a lot of pain and a lot of racism. 
The movie showed graphic clips of 
burned bodies, destroyed homes and 
individual suffering. 
"As you watch this film ... it 
would be good for us to remember all 
the lies told to us by our government 
as to why they were fighting this war," 
Ahuja said. 
Reggie Otto, a freshman at Eastern 
Mennonite College and member of the 
Army Reserves, said that he came to 
the presentation because he didn't 
believe everything he heard on 
television and he wanted to get 
another perspective. 
JMU freshman Melissa Guilliams 
also said that the media presented a 
FILM page 6 




*NINE FOOT CEILINGS 
*SPACIOUS BEDROOMS (3 AND 4 BR UNITS) 
*10 MINUTE WALK ON S. MAIN ST. 
Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information. 8:00 A.M. -10:00 PM. 434-3509 
It's Time For 
A Change! 
Experience the Jiffy Lube 
Plus, now just 
$19.93(Piust«) 
It's 1993 and everyone wants change. One change you 
can count on is Jiffy Lube's guaranteed 14-point service. 
And, our 14-point service is more than just an oil 
change. It's also a preventive fluid service maintenance 
program that extends the life of your car. 
We not only change your oil, giving you up to 5-quarts 
of top grade motor oil, we also install a brand new oil 
filter and perform 1^ additional key services and the "Big 
Plus" that can help keep your car out of the repair shop. 
Now for a limited time, bring in this ad and get our 
guaranteed 14-point service for just $19.93 mum. So 
stop by and see us today (no appointment is necessary) 
and take advantage of one change you can count on! 
Harrisonburg Jiffy Lube - 
Corky Dotson, Manager 
1870 East Market Street across from the Valley 
Mall—Open weekdays 8 am-6 pm 
(Thur. 8 am-7 pm), Saturday 8 am-5 pm 
433-8599 We Do It Right, Guaranteed* 
i his offer applies when paid at the counter Proportionate discounts will be applied to vehicles with a hrsher base 
price (4 WM / RV / etc ) Not valid with any other offers Cash value equals 1/90 of 1 cent. 
AuthonzedbyCBI CBI9393 
0] CHOSE You 
NOW CHOOSE US. orr Office of Information Technology 
Opportunities available in the Computer 
Field beginning May /Summer/Fall of 1993! 
• Microcomputer Labs 
• Media Technology Lab/HelpDesk 
• VAX Operations 
• Training Assistant 
BENEFITS 
• Impress employers with job-related experience 
• Have access to latest software and hardware 
• Work with professionals 
• Room for advancement 
Applications available in the 
Anthony-Seeger, Showker, and Harrison 
computer labs. Miller G41, or at the HelpDesk. 
All applications must be turned in 
to Miller G41 by 5 pm Friday, March 5. 
— 
POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Possible Shots Fired 
• An anonymous caller reported hearing shots 
being fired from the lake side of Greek Row at 
221 p.m. Feb. 3. 
The incident could not be confirmed by 
investigating officers. The matter remains under 
investigation. 
Mulch Fire 
• Harrisonburg Police put out a smoldering 
mulch fire behind Wine-Price Hall at 7:44 p.m. 
Feb. 2. 
Fire Alarm 
• Burnt food items on the third floor of Chandler 
Hall caused a fire alarm at 11:49 a.m. Feb. 2. 
The Harrisonburg Fire Department responded 
to clear smoke from the building. 
Tampering with Vending Machine 
• Two unknown individuals reportedly tried to 
tamper with a vending machine in the Wilson- 
Keezell breezeway at 12:37 a.m. Feb. 5. 
University employees reportedly surprised the 
two individuals, who then fled the scene. One of 
the machines was damaged. 
One of the individuals reportedly was carrying 
a hammer. 
Grand Larceny 
• A Specialized Rock Hopper 21 -speed bicycle 
was reported stolen from Z-lot between 5 p.m. 
Jan . 31 and 9 a.m. Feb. 3. 
The black bicycle has the serial number 
GX021321 and has a 1991-92 JMU decal number 
66. 
Petty Larceny 
• A men's pair of Rockport buckskin tan shoes 
were reported stolen from Godwin Hall at 10:41 
p.m. Feb. 1. 
The bootcut style shoes are valued at $110. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• An unknown person reportedly broke a 
sidewalk light in the front of Bell Hall at 11 p.m. 
Feb. 2. 
Harassing Telephone Call 
• An individual reported receiving harassing 
telephone calls in Spotswood Hall at 1 a.m. Feb. 
3. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Dec. 
10:24 
. 
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Latino-American club 
planned for campus 
by Shauna Miler 
 stqffwriter  
JMU might soon have a group that supports Latin 
American culture and encourages Latino students to 
come to JMU. 
Director of the Multicultural Student Services 
Center Byron Bullock and senior mass 
communication major Jim Acosta hope to have the 
Latino Student Association established by the fall of 
1993. 
Latino graduate Michelle Santiago suggested the 
idea during a diversity forum last fall. 
"There is not a significant Latino student 
population at JMU, and there is not an organization 
for those students," Santiago said in a recent 
interview. "We want to create an awareness of that." 
A recent report showed that only 142 of JMU's 
11,201 students are Latino. But although that number 
is still relatively low, it has nearly doubled in the 
past five years. 
Bullock said the Latino Student Association would 
encourage even more Latino students to attend JMU. 
"The group would be a student organization that 
reached out to the campus community and the 
community at large to bring a larger number of 
Hispanic students to JMU. 
"They would encourage prospective Hispanic 
students to come to JMU and help to educate other 
students about a culture that they may know little 
about." 
Santiago said, "We have the highest high school 
drop out rale, and there is little incentive to attend 
college. I hope that JMU Latino students will work 
with the administration to begin a recruitment 
program." 
Bullock also said that once the students are here, 
LATINO page 6 
The BECOME A RESIDENT ADVISER 
POWER 
ONE 
Resident advisor positions 
give you the opportunity to 
experience The Power of 
One by making a difference 
in the lives of fellow students. 
The Office of Residence 
Life invites you to attend one 
of the information meetings 
listed below to learn more 
about becoming a resident 
adviser for the 1993-1994 
academic year. This job will 
help you gain practical skills 
helping students get more out 
of their college  experience. 














Piedmont Room, WCC 
HutlianMLbu 
We look forward to seeing you at one of our meetings! If you 
have any questions, please call the Office of Residence Life at 
X6275 during regular hours: 8:00AM- 5:00PM, Monday- Friday. 
Artwork concept reproduced with permission of Colorado State University. 
VIDEO WORLD 0 
Sweetheart 
Of A Deal 
Rentl 
Get 1 FREE 
Every Wednesday 
In February 
(FREE Video Or Game Must Be Of Equal Or Lesser Value) 
HARRISONBURG  Cloverleaf Shopping Center  434-0913 
£ OPEN 10am-10pm   •   7DaysAWeek 
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How far are you willing to 
go for your classes? 
The Breeze is looking for 
commuter students who 
live out of town. Call MJ 
atX6127. 
Roses are red, 
violets are blue... 
The RXXB On section iskx^kingfo^iDrtlDvepcjemsfora 
Went^'sI^stDrySendapoemcflOlineorlessta 
RxusChediiDqTTieBrB^An^^ 
sute to include yDurname and phone nuniba: 
HOURS: 
Mon.Thum. 11AM - 1:.WAM 
Fri.-Sot. 11AM-5:30AM 
Sunday i 1 AM - U .30AM 
(43^7272>- 
Papa John's serving tbe perfect pizza 
after tbe perfect game. 
Large Pizza w/1 Topping 
and Breadsticks $^797 
Additional Toppings 95« #    +tav 
Not valid w/any other coupon m     TU1A 
Latino  
CONTINUED from page5 
they need an opportunity to share their 
experiences with other Latino 
students. 
"I feel that we need to look at an 
opportunity to increase an awareness 
of Latin American culture," he said. 
"We have a responsibility to diversify 
this campus." 
Acosta, a Latino student, agreed 
that fellow students need more 
cultural interaction. "Because there 
arc not a lot of Latino students here, a 
lot of students are going to go into the 
world without knowing how to 
interact with Latinos." 
He sent a constitution for the group 
to the Office of Student Activities 
office. Although the office hasn't 
responded, Acosta said he hopes the 
group will be approved. 
"The Latino Student Association 
would be a definite asset to JMU," he 
said. "I'm really excited about getting 
this thing moving." 
Once the group is started, Santiago 
plans to offer additional support from 
national Latino groups. "In D.C., I'm 
trying to find some groups who are 
also interested in helping more Latino 
students to enter college." 
Acosta is seeking fellow Latino 
student support in forming the group. 
"All of this has been really 
frustrating," he said. 
"I'm just one person. I hope that 
more Latino students will join me in 
getting the foundation started." 
Interested students can call Acosta 
at 432-6240. 
Father. 
CONTINUED from page 3 
"We've all been educated, 
everybody knows how you get it, and 
we disregard it," he said. "You have to 
take it seriously. Don't think it can't 
happen and don't shun away people 
who have it, because you don't 
understand. Support them." 
Film 
CONTINUED from page3 
one-sided view of the war. 
"You only heard from people who 
were for the war," Guilliams said. 
"You never really got to hear the 
opinions of those that thought it was 
wrong, and I'd like to hear that." 
After the movie and the discussion, 
Guilliams said that the presentation 
had been interesting, but was again 
one-sided. 
But Ahuja said that the movie and 
comments were a fair representation 
of the facts. 
"I spent five years in the military 
and I saw what it was all about... It's 
about some terrible things," Ahuja 
said. 
"It's about occupying countries like 
Korea, setting up their system of 
prostitution . . . it's about occupying 
countries like the Phillipines and 
setting up a similar system of 
prostitution and [it's about] the cycle 
of poverty. 
"It seems that if I could spend five 
years living a lie, I can spend five 
years finding the truth," he said. 
Madison Manor 
NOW LEASING 
Affordable 2 and 3 bedroom 
condos with 2 full bathrooms 







Stop by the Madison Manor office and ask JOE 
how he can save you $ 1000 
434*6166 
1022 Blue Ridge Drive 
cBerkeky 
Realty, he. dHamscnburg 
_^_ 
■ -^^_— 
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Defense secretary consults 
with allies on Balkans plan WORLD WATCH 
MUNICH — Defense Secretary Les 
Aspin, in consultations with six key 
European allies, Saturday auditioned a 
new Clinton administration approach 
to increasing pressure on Serbia in the 
Balkan conflict. 
Aspin, during his first diplomatic 
trip as U.S. defense secretary, 
described the new approach to allied 
foreign and defense ministers, as well 
as to German Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl. Details were closely held by 
participants in the closed-door 
discussions, but there were indications 
that the emerging plan aims to shift 
the balance of power toward Bosnia- 
Herzegovina in its struggle for self- 
preservation and to check Serbian 
ambitions in the province of Kosovo. 
News  reports suggested  that 
President Bill Clinton has ruled out 
use of U.S. military force in the 
Balkans and is preparing a diplomatic 
initiative to obtain a settlement more 
acceptable to Bosnia's Muslims. 
Aides and allied defense ministers 
hinted in interviews that the Clinton 
administration has in mind a two-track 
initiative combining new diplomatic 
efforts with threats-veiled or explicit- 
of military intervention. 
But Aspin and the European 
ministers who met with him Saturday 
said he laid out the framework of a 
new approach that departs from a 
peace plan proposed jointly by United 
Nations mediator and a European 
Community representative. 
— L.A. Times/Washington 
Post news service 
Groups up gun lobbying efforts 
RICHMOND — Lobbying from both 
sides on Gov. L. Douglas Wilder's 
cme-handgun-a-month proposal 
intensified Saturday as a Sunday 
showdown vote in a Senate committee 
approached. 
Hundreds of callers lit up the 
Statehouse switchboard, opposing TV 
commercials blanketed the capital city 
and lawmakers were pressured to take 
a stand on the dominant issue of the 
1993 General Assembly session. 
The National Rifle Association is 
showing its masterful ability to bury 
lawmakers in form postcards and to 
keep their phones ringing with well- 
coached calls that have helped keep 
Virginia's gun laws among the least 
restrictive in the nation for decades. 
But this year, the Wilder 
administration has brought together a 
coalition of gun control advocates that 
is trying to match the gun lobby 
postcard for postcard, commercial for 
commercial, statistic for statistic in the 
campaign to reach voters, and through 
them, to influence their elected 
representatives. 
NRA lobbyist Charles H. 
Cunningham conceded Sunday that 
gun control proponents have "made 
their case stronger" than in the past, 
but only because "they have conned 
the public into thinking that gun 
rationing will reduce violent crime." 
Wilder unveiled the plan in his State 
of the Commonwealth address three 
weeks ago to deal with Virginia's 
reputation as a leading source of guns 
for criminals in East Coast cities. 
Since then, the governor has talked 
about little else in his public 
appearances. His proposal threatens to 
overwhelm all 2,800 other bills 
introduced this session. 
Legislators couldn't escape the 
lobbying even when they returned to 
their hotel rooms and apartments this 
weekend, because both sides are 
blanketing Richmond television and 
radio stations with constant 
commercials. 
— L.A. Times/Washington 
Pest news service 
DESTRUCTION BY FIRE 
A fire in Cedartown, Ga. killed seven people    ,.-.; 
Wednesday. This was the town's third fire with 
multiple deaths in 14 months. None of the three 
houses had working smoke detectors. There were 
3,500 deaths by fire in 1991, the fewes|#about 14 
years. Winter months are the worst for fires. The 
deaths by fire in 1991 are shown by monthly 




















H Source: USA Today, Feb. 4 
JANET DRISCOLL/TH! BREEZE 
More women levy charges on senator 
WASHINGTON — Thirteen more women say that 
Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Orc., made uninvited sexual 
advances toward them, and his unwanted kissing 
and touching extended to campaign volunteers, 
casual acquaintances and virtual strangers as well as 
employees and lobbyists. 
In interviews, the women described a man whose 
sexual approaches came out of nowhere, often in 
unexpected situations. Several women said he took 
advantage of chance encounters to make abrupt and 
unwelcome advances, French-kissing them when a 
handshake might have been appropriate. Some 
women said he seized on their interests or aspirations 
to establish a rapport and then maneuvered to be 
alone with them 
Two of the 13 women said they were offended 
enough to talk privately to someone on Packwood's 
staff, but most said they told only their friends or 
relatives, if they told anyone. Several said they did 
not think a complaint would be taken seriously. The 
incidents described spanned almost two decades, 
between the late 1960s and mid-1980s. Packwood 
was married during that period; he and his wife, 
Georgie, separated in 1990 after 26 years of marriage 
and are now divorced. 
The Washington Post reported Nov. 22 that 
Packwood, known as a leading advocate of women's 
rights on Capitol Hill, had made uninvited sexual 
advances toward 10 women, including employees, 
prospective employees and lobbyists. Interviewed in 
the closing days of a tight race, Packwood denied 
making any such advances. After winning election 
Nov. 3 to a fifth term, he apologized and said he 
would not make an issue of any specific allegation. 
Now 23 women have told The Post that Packwood 
made unwanted advances toward them between 1969 
and 1990. Of the women interviewed for this article, 
six agreed to have their names published and two 
others agreed to be identified to Packwood. 
Packwood declined several requests to be 
interviewed about the new allegations. His lawyers 
said in a statement Friday that "the appropriate 
course of action is for Senator Packwood to respond 
to these allegations" before the Senate ethics 
committee. The committee began its investigation 
after The Post's November article, which set off a 
debate about Packwood's behavior and the question 
of how Congress handles complaints of sexual 
misconduct 
— L.A. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
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THE LOOK 
PROFESSIONAL HAIR DESIGNERS 
TANNING SALON 
NEW CLIENTS ONLY! 
10% OFF Chemical Service, 
Coloring, Perms, Highlights, Glitzing 
Bring Coupon 
Please call for appointment   Good thru March 5-1993 
Corner University Blvd 
& Reservoir St 433-1999 
PKHCl JUST        IRIDUJCIB ! 
mmmam PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT 
UfWIS Upgradable to 486 class performance and color screen 
ZENITH 320-L $1,597.00 
2 MB memory, 80386SL(20MHz) processor, 3.5" disk drive 
60 MB Hard drive.Logictech trackman, LCD display, DOS 5.0, 
Microsoft Windows 3.1, built-in Ethernet, carrying case, 1-year warranty. 
(computer birdwtre tnd toflwire iviilibk 10 JMU  iiudenii.   ficully  and  luff  only.) 
SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSES 
located one block, from 1:M\I 
NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER 
Get Ready For Spring Break! 
FIRST MONTH FREE 
& '*    Unlimited Tanning 
, i....  . ( 








Call for a FREE 
trial workout: 
433-3434 
•Lap Swimming Pool 
•Whirlpool. Sauna 
•Showers & Lockers 
•Personal training 
•Open 7 days a week 
Come and see the plan for the new 
Nautilus Super Club!   (18,000+ sq. ft.) 
= NAUTILUS= lg32 S. Main St. 







ENTRY BLANKS ARE 
AVAILABLE AT THE 
CASHIER STANDS. 
NO PURCHASE IS 
NECESSARY TO ENTER. 
WINNERS ARE 
RESPONSIBLE 
FOR THEIR TRANS- 
PORTATION. MEALS 
AND EXPENSES. 
WE WILL PROVIDE 
HOTEL ACCOMO- 





MARCH 7- 12!! 
DRAWING WILL 
BE HELD ON 
FEBRUARY 26TH. 
^m 
MONO/V, FEBRUARY 8,1993 
Students may comment on dhtebilitiee act: 
The JMU Affirmative Action Office invites 
individuals and groups to submit comments on 
current programs, policies and practices in regards 
to compliance with the 1990 Americans with 
Disabilities Act Comments should be submitted by 
Feb. 26 to: Beverley Fleming, ADA Program 
Assistant, Affirmative-Action Office, Sheldon Hall, 
room 123. 
Republican gubernatorial candidates to 
discuss state issues: 
The College Republicans will hold a program in 
which Earle Williams Jr., Congressman George 
Allen and possibly Congressman Clint Miller, all of 
whom are vying for the Republican nomination in 
the Virginia gubernatorial race, will speak about 
issues facing the state. 
This event, scheduled for Feb. 15, WCC, 
Highlands Room, 7 p.m., is open to everyone, and a 
small reception will follow the program. For more 
information, contact Saga Neuland at 564-0453. 
Limited student tickets available for 
basketball games: 
The basketball games on Feb. 13 (JMU vs. 
William and Mary) and on Feb. 27 (JMU vs. George 
Mason University) are expected to be sell-outs. No 
student date tickets will be sold until 6:30 p.m. on 
the night of the game. 
Sorority holds week of charity events: 
A-Phiasco, sponsored by Alpha Phi, is a week- 
long event intended to raise funds for the sorority's 
philanthropical foundation. 
On Feb. 10, a blood drive will be held in the P.C. 
Ballroom, 11 a.m.-4 p.m. A Jump for Life event will 
be held on Feb. 12,5-9 p.m. and Feb. 13,1-5 pjn., in 
front of J.C. Penney at Valley Mall. Participants 
must sign a release form. Donations will be 
collected, and there- will be face painting, cookies 
and candy for the kids at the event Also, members of 
Alpha Phi will be selling balloon bouquet heartgrams 
throughout the week at JMU. 
For more information or to make donations, 
contact Michele Turpin at 564-0043. 
Fitness centers hold dance for heart 
association: 
Eight Harrisonburg fitness centers will be having 
a citywide Dance For Heart - Harrisonburg to benefit 
the American Heart Association on Feb. 20 in 
Godwin Hall, 9 a.m.-noon. The event will include 
high/low impact aerobics and step conditioning 
activities. The event is open to everyone. For details, 
contact Kate Smith at 433-0504. 
Circle K sponsors bowl-a-thon: 
The JMU chapter of Circle K will sponsor Bowl- 
A-Thon for MS Feb. 12 from 12:30 to 5:30 a.m. at 
Valley Lanes on South Main Street The event will 
raise money for the Blue Ridge chapter of the 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society. A minimum 
pledge of $20 provides a night of free bowling, 
refreshments and entertainment. For more 
information call Jeff Conn at x4515. 
Racism Tidbit • Following the suspension of Cincinatti Reds owner Marge Schott over reports she made racially derogatory 
remarks, attention has turned to the incongruity In the 
number of managerial and coaching jobs held by racial minorities in the NBA, NFL, and Major 
League Baseball. Many minorities are still finding the door to the front office off limits. Here 
















SOURCE: The Washir&on Post 
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DEREK CARBONNEAU/THE BREEZE 
Calendar of events 
Monday 8 Tuesday 
• Sociology club meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7 
p.m. A guest speaker from the Staunton Corrections 
Center will speak on applied sociology and job options. 
• Women's softball practice, Godwin Hall, room 135, 
8 p.m. 
• College Republicans meeting, Jackson Hall, room 
103,8 p.m. 
Wednesday 
• Equal meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 4:30 p.m. 
• SGA meeting, WCC, Highlands Room, 5 p.m. 
• Circle K meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 6 p.m. 
10 Thursday 
• Harmony meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7-9 
p.m. 
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room 
B-202, 5-6:30 p.m. 
\ 
• Black Emphasis Month speaker, Jeremiah Shabazz, 
Harrison Hall, room A-206,7 p.m. 
Weather 
HIGH: 50° 
tOW:   28° 
TUESDAY 
HIGH:  44° 
LOW:   28° 
WEDNESDAY 
HIGH: 45° 
LOW:   29° 
A Source: 
loudy      WOPO/WSVA 
10*1rC 
wmmm 
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"Leadership!" is a new 
;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:^$cirte$:bf:;v^^ 
spcmsore^ by the JMU 
Leadership Genter,  It is our 
minion to provide all JMU 
students with a diverse 
as sortment of opportunities 
::•> *i*4 txpbti6k<&$\ Hm[Wilt 
provide knowledge, develop 
skills and shape attitudes 
that will become the 
foundation for lifelong: 
leadership,': These: 
:: workshops *?<b open to all 
: JMU• students.: To register: 
for one or more workshops 
:;:;:;>xox^x0ease:;^;Dirt|rafr: 
registration f ottit feelovv and: 
::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::fetum:it:tbi:: 
:::::: Ute Leadership Center: 
Office of Student Activities 
P.O. Box 3501 




TO REGISTER: Yon may 
register for as many 
programs u yon like, bnt 
yon must turn in a 
registration form at least one 
week before the first 
program yon plan to attend 
that month. Space is 
available on a first come 
first senred basis. Register 
now for February programs. YEAR(FRESH., SOPH., ETC).  
Please check the program(s) you wish to attend. 
□■ iTraiaiag la Mediation 
and Conflict Resolution 
• Dr. BUI Rimaey 
February 17, 9AM-NOON 
Assess your own conflict- 
management style. Experi- 
ence the mediation process 
and develop your skills in 
critical listening, problem- 
solving and language. This 
workshop will help you to 
assist your family, friends 
and peers to function more 
effectively in conflict 
situations. 
a IA Season of Service 
• Judy Melincoff 
and 
• Denis* Oaakins 
February 25, 6PM-8PM 
Frequently leaders are defined 
by (heir charisma, power or 
ability to influence. Now, 
however, and a new model is 
emerging that presents a 
broader picture of leadership. 
Join representatives from the 
Center for Service-Learning 
to explore the opportunitites 
and responsibilities of 
servant leadership. 
a I Your Role la Prejudice 
Reduction 
• NCBI Representative* 
February 27, 1PM-4PM 
This interactive workshop will 
assist participants in identifying 
the information and misinform- 
ation they have learned about 
other groups, expressing pride 
in the groups to which they 
belong, learning how groups 
other than their own experience 
mistreatment, and learning the 
personal impact of specific 
incidents of discrimination. 
id Cor ' .olution 
I   i 
A Season of Sei 
February 25 






















Valuing Diversity in Leadership 
April 14 
Allies, Not Alibis: Building Bridges in a 





■   ' ■ 
■ 
vm&iwmi 
Thinking about Leadership in a Very Scary World - or - 




Focus On Farnil 
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Moms keep up grades, raise kids 
JMU students juggle the 
art of parenting while 
carrying full course load 
by Shauna Miller 
stqffwriter 
Balancing books and a baby isn't easy. And as 
three JMU student moms have discovered, every 
move counts when academic and parental success 
are on the line. 
A typical day for senior English major Ginny 
Mawyer includes feeding, dressing and playing with 
her two-year daughter Elizabeth. "She's fairly time 
consuming," Mawyer said. As a single mother, most 
of her time is devoted to caring for Elizabeth. 
But Mawyer gives the credit for her good grades 
to Elizabeth. "Since I've been a parent, I get better 
grades because I budget my time better." 
A course load of 14 hours and fewer 
extracurricular activities give Mawyer the flexibility 
she needs to lake care of Elizabeth. "It really is 
manageable to learn while you have a child. I just 
limit my activities." 
The Intervarsity Christian Fellowship organization 
is Mawyer's extracurricular outlet. "I rarely go out, 
but I attend ice cream socials and other events with 
the group," she said. 
Elizabeth usually joins her. "She's very sociable," 
Mawyer said. "I've taken Elizabeth with me to the 
movies and generally everywhere I go." 
Mawyer, 23, got used to the idea of being a parent 
quickly. "I was cut out to be a mom. Even though it 
is sometimes difficult being a mother right now, I 
really enjoy it" 
For fellow student mom Chamie Brownell a child 
brought positive and negative changes to her life. "I 
was planning to go to law school after I graduated, 
but that isn't going to happen," the senior 
history/political science major said. 
"What matters now is that I have a little girl to 
take care of that brings me great joy." 
But the 21-year-old Brownell said parenting can 
be costly. "Medical expenses are sometimes very 
difficult to deal with." 
A sick child also needs more attention than usual, 
Mawyer said. "I do my work. I can't slay up all night 
because I have to be up when Elizabeth is up. And I 
can't skip classes because if she gets sick, I'd have to 
miss class. I need to save those times for her." 
Brownell said caring for her four-month-old 
daughter Hannah makes her current 15-hour course 
load particularly tedious. 
"Studying is the most difficult part of my life right 
now," she said. "It's hard to find time for all the 
work that's involved and sometimes I have to skip 
some reading if it's not that important" 
Brownell said she thinks parenthood in school 
would be easier if the university offered child care 
services. "It would be helpful if JMU had a child 
care center for students and faculty." 
JMU's First Right, a group concerned with family 
issues, held a discussion last month on student 
parenting with hopes of establishing a permanent 
support group. 
First Right member Maureen McCullough said the 
program was long overdue. "There's such a veil of 
secrecy with student parenting. 
"It's hard for people to come out and say that 
they're pregnant. We wanted to have a program that 
would allow them to meet with other parents and 
RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE 
Senior Chamie Brownell and her four-month-old daughter, Hannah, spend time together 
at a playground near their Deer Run apartment complex. 
C J. GREBB/THE BREEZE 
realize that they weren't alone." 
Three parents attended the session and expressed 
hopes to see programs develop for student parents. 
"It can't be easy being a student and a parent," 
McCullough said. "We're working to encourage the 
university to have a center for student parents." 
In the meantime, Brownell's husband works part- 
time so that he can watch Hannah. 
"If I didn't have the support that I get from my 
husband," Brownell said, "I couldn't have come 
back." 
Kiesha Berry, a freshman political science major 
with a five-year-old child, also said family assistance 
made it possible for her to attend school. She said 
her son Kenin stays with his grandmother in 
Petersburg while Berry stays on campus as a full- 
time student. 
"Luckily, I have a very supportive family, 
something that many mothers in my situation do not 
have," the single mom said. "My mother agreed that 
as long as I kept my grades up, she would take care 
of my son." 
Berry said her academic performance has 
benefited from her love for Kenin. "My son gives me 
that extra incentive to strive and succeed. But don't 
misunderstand me, being a mother and going to 
school is difficult." 
One of the hardest things Berry has to deal with is 
missing her son. "I don't get to sec him that often. 1 
try to go home at least every three weeks. However, 
sometimes it's just not possible. 
"I just make sure that the time we do spend 
together is quality time." 
The time Berry spends away from her son is often 
spent with him in mind. "I've learned responsibility 
and to prioritize my life," she said. "I have the future 
of two people to consider now instead of one. Every 
decision I make will affect my son." 
Berry plans to make the most of the challenge. 
"As with all things, motherhood has its ups and 
downs. I love my son to d$ath and I've had to make 
a lot of sacrifices, but now that I look back on them I 
realize that it taught me to be a stronger and better 
person." 
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Family leave helps workers 
After eight years of debate and two vetoes by 
former president George Bush, the Family 
and Medical Leave Act has become law, 
guaranteeing American workers the right to 
take a leave of absence. 
President Clinton signed the bill thai requires 
companies with 50 or more employees to give 
unpaid time off for the birth of a child or for medical 
reasons. 
According to the General Accounting Office, more 
than 2.S million workers will benefit in some way 
from this act For many of these workers, it will be 
the first time they have enjoyed such a degree of job 
security, the first time they will be able to plan 
families and tend to emergencies without having to 
fear losing their jobs and their incomes. It will mean 
that employees won't be forced into a decision 
between their families and their jobs,. 
But the act won't just protect workers' rights, it 
will also promote equality. Now, men as well as 
women will be allowed up to 12 weeks off for the 
birth — or adoption — of children or to take care of 
a sick family member. 
Companies will also see long-term benefits — 
satisfied workers are productive workers. 
Although some members of the business 
community have argued against this act, few of the 
arguments stand up to close examination. 
For example, some of the bill's opponents fear it 
would be too expensive for many companies. But 
according to a study done by the Small Business 
Administration, it's usually cheaper in the long run 
to provide unpaid leave to a worker than it is to fire 
that person and go through a process of rehiring and 
retraining. 
Other .opponents said that workers would take 
unfair advantage of the law. But writers of the act 
have ensured that safeguards have been built in, such 
as requiring workers on medical leave to provide 
written documentation from doctors. 
In fact, the new law won't be much of a change for 
many companies. Eleven states and the District of 
Columbia already have similar policies. (Virginia is 
not one of them.) Establishing a federal law will 
ensure workers in all states receive equal treatment 
under the law. 
All of these arguments against the act are as 
unfounded as the arguments against guaranteeing 
employee safety by regulating the workplace 
environment To a certain extent, companies must be 
held responsible for the safety, welfare and health of 
their workers. 
Several companies have acknowledged their 
responsibility for their workers and have supported 
the act. Ben & Jerry's, Esprit and The Body Shop are 
among a group of companies belonging to Business 
for Social Responsibility, that testified on behalf of 
the bill. And the National Retail Federation, a group 
whose employees number 20 million, announced its 
support as well. 
These companies realize that the old excuses 
against family leave don't hold water anymore. The 
law now guarantees American workers the right to 
take care of their family concerns without having to 
sacrifice their careers — an idea whose time is long 
overdue. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the 
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of the individual staff members. 
Ov^Murrfcd,„«(flor   Qayk Cohen...managingedhor   Qrant Jerdmg...opinionedbur 
Letters to the editor should be no rnore than 350 words, column* no 
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis. 
They must be delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
fhefttitze reserves the right to edit ibr clarity and space. 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of 
the newspaper, this staff, or James Madison University. 
Dart... 
To the JMU administration who charges the 
highest student fees in the state and gives 
control of less than 2 percent of those fees to the 
students through the Student Government 
Association. Where is the other 98 percent of 
our fees going? 
Sent in anonymously. 
Pat... 
To the JMU administration for putting off a 
decision on the future of Freshman Seminar to 
survey the thoughts of students and the faculty 
who have taught the course. It is good to know 
that student and faculty input will be considered 
in any decisions made regarding the seminar. 
Dart... 
To The Breeze for lacking vision in the 
presentation of the article "Aftermath" in the 
Feb. 4 issue. I question why you didn't research 
the story a little more to find out why my 
images of nudes are presented with Pages' shots 
of south central Los Angeles. Perhaps you 
didn't feel that your audience would be 
interested in ecofeminism and the parallels 
drawn between the destruction of the 
environment and the oppression of women. I 
also think you owe Barrie Lester an apology for 
failing to mention that her paintings were also 
on display. 
Sent in by Lynette Chewning. 
Pat... 
■ A nutritional pat to PC. Dukes for providing 
the comprehensive nutritional guideline 
pamphlets that contain the fat and calorie 
content for all of the food served there. This 
information is useful for students who have to 
eat on the run, but want to know what they are 
eating. 
Dart... 
A really annoying dart to the students in D- 
Hall who insist on putting sugar in the salt 
shakers. Really, what grade are we in? 
Pat... 
A recycled pat to the JMU community for 
increasing the amount of recycled trash from 3 
percent in 1991 to 8 percent in 1992. Although 
there is obviously much more work to do, the 
improvement shows a true effort is being made. 
How LS101 challenges students 
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Letters to the Editor 
As one of two new 
appointments last fall in the 
Madison Institute, my 
primary responsibility is 
teaching sections of LS 101. 
Recent columns by Eric 
Johnson and Scott Surovell 
have inspired me to think 
about what I consider important to the seminar. The 
inconsistency across the sections is important in 
terms of grading fairness; we should either identify 
each section differently, or agree on work load 
expectations and how to handle service learning 
components. I also agree with Surovell that 
institutional support structures would ensure the 
recruitment of faculty. 
But frustration over the seminar also stems from 
a misunderstanding of the interdisciplinary nature of 
the course. Faculty typically are neither encouraged 
nor prepared by their own education to "teach" 
across disciplines. Even those — I would count 
myself among them — who have made a life-long 
commitment to interdisciplinary learning— were 
"credentialed" within one discipline. Having a 
common reading list is a check on the tendency to 
"make the course in our own image." Yet 
interdisciplinary study does not result from the 
juxtaposition of subject-matters. To do it 
responsibly requires knowledge of many paradigms 
as well as skill in translation, so that concepts from 
one discipline are rephrased in another. 
For many, the "solution" lies in finding the "right 
curriculum;" a content that "hangs together." I 
certainly could work within Johnson's suggested 
reading list, though it seems to teach from restricted 
"humanities" tradition. But the search for the right 
content inevitably pits the disciplines against one 
another as competitors for the "space" in a student's 
mind, or for the "loyalty" of their hearts. It seems to 
miss the point of an interdisciplinary seminar. 
I believe the seminar should reacquaint freshmen 
with how the world really is, and the world simply 
does not "hang together," at least not until one 
imposes some order on it 
Students are uncomfortable with this basic 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
—Dr. Ming Ivory 
scholarly act of imposing 
order. They come to higher 
education believing the 
university will provide the 
instructions for putting it 
together. They desire to be 
"efficient" learners. They 
believe the faculty has 
"prepared" knowledge for them, into digestible 
meals; each department will expose them to a new 
cuisine; graduation requirements will force them to 
sample a variety of dishes. But for a brief three- 
credit moment, it is crucial for students to glimpse 
the unorganized chaos that lies beyond the 
disciplinary structure, to feel the spirit as they 
confront the enormity of creation without guideposts 
to hold on to. The Freshman Seminar should support 
students as they acquire the confidence and the skills 
necessary to impose meaning on an incoherent 
world. 
Johnson correctly recognizes - that mere 
"observation of superficialities . .. instead of higher 
thought" are not the desired ends. The seminar 
should coach students into being scholars: Can they 
set for themselves the goal of inquiry? Do they have 
strategies for approaching unfamiliar text? What are 
their standards of success? Can they sustain complex 
trains of reasoning that go beyond "feelings" and 
"opinions?" This is often frightening business, and 
that is why it requires a small group of trusted 
friends, who can criticize without alienating each 
other. Surovell too, recognizes the importance of the 
"15-person, critical thinking, discussion-oriented 
student-faculty seminar." 
Many of my students complain of feeling they 
are not "getting anywhere" or they are "going around 
in circles", and I often don't know precisely how to 
lead them without imposing the structure myself — 
without "making the course in my own image." But 
it is good that they are feeling what real scholars 
often feel, as painful as it is. This is what I value in 
JMU's Freshman Seminar. 
Dr. Ming Ivory is a member of the Madison 
Institute. 
Remind elected officials of 
higher education's needs 
To the editor: 
It is clear thai higher education in the United 
States is in a financial crisis. During the "year of 
education," the federal government cut education 
funding for the fiscal year 1993-94 despite the 
increasing demands upon institutions of pos[secondary 
education. Critical aid programs have not been 
authorized at their full levels, displacing students from 
eligibility. For instance. Pell Grants, that go to the 
neediest students, are authorized at $3,700. But they 
were cut from $2,400 to $2300 during the 
appropriation process. Tuition certainly isn't going 
down, and neither is the number of students in need of 
financial aid. 
In 1990, the Budget Enforcement Act was passed, 
making a transfer of funds from military/foreign aid to 
domestic spending nearly impossible. This has helped 
keep spending for federal aid programs at a minimum 
level. In the 1994 fiscal year, those "fire walls" come 
down and Congress is free to allocate money from the 
peace dividend to domestic programs. In light of 
sweeping world changes, it is critical that a portion of 
the money formerly committed to defense and foreign 
aid be reinvested in domestic programs, especially 
higher education. 
This week students across the country are working 
in coalition with the United States Student Association 
to send the message to their senators, representatives, 
and President Bill Clinton that education funding 
needs to be a priority in this country. There will be •>. 
postcard drive asking elected representatives to 
remember higher education during the appropriation 
process this spring. 
Look for tables on the patio of the Warren 
Campus Center on Tuesday and Wednesday where 
further information will be available. Most 
importantly, please take a moment to participate by 
signing a postcard as you walk by the campus center 
and show your support for higher education. 
Laura McClintock 
SGA secretary 
Media messages destroy sense of community 
I would like to thank Dr. Richard Keeling for 
coming to JMU Tuesday evening to discuss AIDS. 
His thought-provoking presentation focused not on 
drinking, taking drugs or even having sex, but on 
value systems and individual decision-making, and 
why each of us make the decisions we make about 
alcohol and other drug use, sexual behavior, and our 
behavior in general. 
I left the presentation reminded of how all of us 
on this campus — students, faculty, administration 
and staff, from the young to the older — are 
constantly bombarded by the media with messages 
of sexuality, violence, exploitation of women and 
men, and of all the pleasures that are supposed to 
result from buying products like beer, chewing gum, 
certain automobiles and even deodorant soap. We 
see these false, misleading and sexually suggestive 
media messages so often that they have become a 
part of our lives and even our very culture, through 
the television shows and their commercials, the 
magazines and their advertisements, and other 
media. 
Sadly, many of us take these false messages 
seriously. And we wonder what went wrong when 
the messages do not come true. 
But most importantly through Reeling's talk, I 
was dramatically reminded that if we truly cared 
about each other as human beings, I mean honestly 
cared, then the tragedies of date rape, of assaults, of 
property destruction, thefts on campus, and the overt 
and covert prejudices toward people of other races, 
sexual orientations or religion, would diminish. If we 
thought more about developing a sense of 
community in our classes, in the residence halls, in 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
—Dr. Thomas Ralph Syre 
student government and the larger social circles 
within which we live on a day-to-day basis, we could 
live more peacefully and experience more 
meaningful lives. Our fears regarding personal safety 
and that too-frequent sense of loneliness would 
diminish. 
I left the presentation thinking about what could 
happen if only we could hear Reeling's message 
more often. In our culture, he seems to whisper 
among the noise that shouts "Just Do It" If we could 
see messages of respect for women and men more 
often and see their exploitation less often, we might 
have a more respecting community — a community 
within which we could express our views and our 
individual values peacefully and listen and be 
listened to as we speak. 
Could each of us develop a sense of self-esteem 
to comfortably do what we think is right for each and 
every one of us, as individuals, regardless of what 
might be "in" or "out" on the JMU campus? Could 
we follow our consciences rather than campus 
conformity? 
Keeling also talked about the formation and 
validation of individual value systems that lead to 
our decision-making behaviors in a community 
setting. He talked of alternative ways that each and 
every one of us could deal more effectively with 
challenges, and temptations, that we face every day 
whether it has to do with sexual behavior, alcohol 
abuse, drug use, treatment toward others, our 
commitment to higher education, or even honesty in 
human relations and communications with those 
around us. 
A sense of community begins in our residence 
halls, with roommates, friends, acquaintances and 
especially with colleagues in our classrooms. JMU 
faculty and administrators, should ask themselves: 
Who are these people we teach and provide services 
for and leadership to? 
Students should ask themselves: Who are these 
teachers who stand before us? Who are these leaders 
who envision our futures? Who are these students 
sitting in the seats around us in the classroom? It 
should seem worth the time and energy to learn 
about them and gel to know them as human beings 
— as real people. 
Finally, I am reminded of an old saying that goes 
something like this: "It's not the destination, but the 
quality of our journey through life." We live in a 
"real world" right here at JMU, and the destination 
may be that bachelor's or master's degree, but 
ultimately your college years here will be determined 
and you will finally judge them by the quality of 
your journey here. 
And learning from and living by Dr. Richard 
Keeling's messages could greatly improve the 
quality of your journey. 
Dr. Thomas Ralph Syre is an assistant professor of 
health sciences. 
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WALK TO CAMPUS 
APARTMENTS 
* 3 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU) 
* 4 BR Furnished Condos on S. Ave. (10 minute walk to JMU) 
* 5 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU) 
* 5 BR Unfurnished Apts. on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU) 
All units personally managed by owner. Sixteen years of experience servicing 
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You've seen him on t.v. 
shows like Family Ties, 
Thirtysomething, and 
Mtv Comedy Half Hour. 
Now... prepare yourself 
for the ultimate, the surburb, 
the talented... trust me.he's good. 
Scott La Rose 
Thursday the 11th 
P.C. Ballroom 
8 p.m. 
$2 at door ONLY! 
UPB and O.M.C.S.S. Presents... 
John P. Kee 
and 
the New Life Community Choir 
Valentines Day! 
7 p.m. Wilson Hall 
$5 students ! 
$8 gen'l 
$10 day of show 
UPB Presents Movie Madness... 
Feb. 9 & 10  Of Mice & Men 
Feb.11 Zebrahead 
Feb.12& 13 Singles 
Feb. 14 Murder, She Said 
Feb.16& 17Sarafina 
Feb. 18 Gas, Food, Lodging 
Feb. 19 & 20 Consenting Adults 
Feb21 The Pink Panther Strikes Again 
Feb.23        Heathers 
Feb.24 Beetlejuice 
Feb.25 Slacker 
Feb.26 & 27 Last of the Mohicans 
Feb.28 No Way to Treat a Lady 
ter 
Join The Crew 
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ntto 
chairman of the board 
Grab your snowboard and show everybody at Massanutten you 
mean business. All our slopes are open to snowboard skiing, along with 
our challenging half pipe. Ski Massanutten any Monday or Friday after 
12:00pm for our College Days rates, just $14 for a lift ticket with your 
valid college ID. Bring this ad and you'll receive an additional $2 off the 
College Days lift ticket rate. Lessons and limited snowboard rentals are 
available. So come on, join the fun. And prove who's the boss. 
MASSANUTTEN 
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort 
1 O Miles East of I i.ir risohburg, Virginia on Route 33 
|    Copyright 1993. Great Eutwn RMorts. JMU 
f tkfiutfd fOul Uiu 
f*. will chAoa all tb*ih£. 
mwK, M^Mif lay tU 
Fd all ttux \4MOto i tutu, 




& brand-name clothtngfor 
men & women 
HARRISONBURG 
Spotswood Valley Square 










| Party In the Snow f 
Includes: 
S Day Lift Ticket 
5 Nights Lodging \ 
(Mountainside Condoj 





\ Legal Age for   Group Leat 
I Alcohol is 18       Discounts 
SPRINGBREAK'93 
CALL SKI TRAVEL UNUAVTED 
I-800-999-SKI-9 
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JMU senior serves her country 
by Vince Rhodes 
assistant arts editor 
She didn't know you could get to Korea and Japan by way of 
Doswcll. But for JMU senior theatre major Tracey Lee, a summer job 
at Paramount's Kings Dominion turned into a trip around the world. 
After singing and dancing in the theme park's indoor 
dance and pop music shows, Lee was 
asked by Paramount Productions to 
become a part of the elite King's 
Company and perform on a 58-day 
Department of Defense tour to military 
bases in Korea, Japan, Okinawa and 
Johnston Island. The group performs for 
soldiers, their dependents and civilians. 
Four women and two men were 
selected for the tour based on years of 
service, quality of performance and their ability to get along 
with other people. 
Lee was chosen as one of the top performers from the 
hundreds of entertainers employed at four of the company's 
five parks — Kings Dominion in Virginia, Kings Island in Ohio, 
Carowinds on the border of North and South Carolina, and Great 
America in California 
"She's phenomenal," Bob Kerns, tour producer for Paramount 
Productions, said. "Tracey Lee has a lot of energy, a lot of enthusiasm, 
great vocal range, good comic timing and acting skills. She's 
very well rounded, which 
makes her a great asset for the tour." 
Fellow performer and King's Company Manager Eric Shine said 
that part of Lee's talent is that "she sells [the music] very well." 
But Mark Norris, choreographer for the tour, said it goes beyond 
that. 'Tracey Lee is a great entertainer. She's always up, hysterical." 
And Shine said Lee's sense of humor made her an asset to the 
other members of the group. "She's crazy — a lunatic. She's the 
person that keeps us going," he said. 
And every bit of motivation counted as the group learned pop, 
Motown, country and patriotic tunes. "It's a difficult 
show," Kerns said. "It takes a lot 
of energy. I think people from the 
parks are more used to a 20- or 
25-minutc show. And suddenly 
they're doing 75 minutes. It 
surprises them. 
'The show requires stamina — 
a lot of stamina." 
But Norris said the group was 
up to the challenge. "Usually 
they say the show takes two weeks 
to learn and then we have a tech week. They learned the 
show in eight days." 
Another challenge of long rehearsals, for which DOD 
performers are not paid, was working so intimately with the 
rest of the group. 
"It's like no other experience," Lee said. "It's not like 
being a roommate in college with someone you don't 
know. It's not like making the play and dealing with people 
you don't know for a few months. 
"You are in a foreign country where you know no one 
else and you are with these people 24 hours a day for 58 
days. There is virtually no escape. You can go take a walk 
if you dare. It's not safe — you don't know where you're 
going and you don't speak the language." 
Aside from a company manager, the group travels 
without any supervisory staff. "They travel very much 
independently," Kerns said. 
"What happens is that each time they get into a 
country, they will be met by a coordinator who will 
brief them on the country or area they're performing in. 
Then, they're pretty much on their own." 
But occasionally Lee's company had problems 
with contacts. "In Okinawa we barely saw our contact," Lee said. 
"And when we did, she was really rude. 
"We were on a tour behind the Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders. 
She told us about how she sabotaged their show. The cheerleaders 
lip sync while doing some dance aerobics. She 
cut off their vocals. 
"She wasn't very accommodating to us. 
People wouldn't show up to pick us up for 
shows. We were supposed to do 14 shows over 
17 days but we only ended up doing seven." 
And tour members do more than just 
perform, Kerns said, "They're their own 
roadies. They have to set up their equipment, 
operate their own show, break down their 
equipment, and move it and load it on trucks and planes." 
At one stop, Lee remembers, the group traveled for three 
hours, took an hour to set up, performed for about an hour and 
a half and then loaded up the equipment for another hour — 
all for three audience members. 
On one stop in Okinawa, the group performed in a 
recreation room. They had to move a p 
dance space. And Lee said there still wasn 
"The table was still in our way so we h 
The people were within inches of us. 
"The soldiers also had this dog and t 
dance floor. So, we're trying to do choreoj 
But the dog was the least of their probk 
were inhospitable. 
"We come out [for a performance in 01 
The King's 
GRAPI 
(Left) JMU senior Tracey Lee performed in 
for the Department of Defense. 
(Above) Lee toured South Korea, Japan, Oh 
Island. The Guam portion of the tour was c 
(Upper Right) Before the DOD tour, Lee pe 
(Middle Right) Lee and King's Company pei 
S55S75SS«5^«'-" 
hear is 'Nice ass!' and 'Good hooters!'" Le 
at us about masturbating and stuff." 
And the male members of the group w 
were a few bases that had a good number c 
were attacked in the bathroom by 
who showed the guys I 
"There   were 
pretty obnoxious pec 
met, but we met som< 
interesting people too." 
The company hs 
in    Okinawa    longc- 
expected because th 
portion of the tour was c 
"They     were 
typhoons or something," Lee said. "T 
rationing food and water." 
And there were problems at other places, 
"I didn't like Korea," she said. "Tl 
inconsiderate people. Everything about it 
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y with a song 
t a pool table to make room for 
wasn't enough room. 
we had to put our equipment on it. 
ind they let it run around on the 
oreography avoiding the dog." 
troblems. Lee said some audiences 
in Okinawa] and the first thing we 
mipany Tour 
RAPHICS BY JANET DRISCOLL/THE BREEZE 
d in King's Company doing shows 
i, Okinawa, Hawaii and Johnston 
as cancelled due to bad weather. 
e performed at King's Dominion, 
perform during dress rehearsal. 
'" Lee said. "They were hollering 
up weren't spared either. "There 
ber of women and Eric and Mark 
i by some manly looking broads 
;uys their underwear. 
vere   some 
s people we 
some pretty 
too." 
ny had to stay 
onger    than 
ie the Guam 
was canceled. 
/ere     having 
I. "They were 
laces, too. 
. "There was smog and rude, 
nt it was not what I expected or 
wanted to deal with. I saw much more than 
wanted to see. 
"In order to do anything we had to walk. It 
was freezing cold — Virginia is heaven 
compared to that" 
Lee also learned to appreciate other things 
about the United States. 
While visiting the Demilitarized Zone 
Lee wrote in her personal journal, 'Today 
I got a real taste of Korea and 
what   it   means   to  be  a   free 
American. We took a tour of the DMZ - 
what a hell. Men are so ridiculous. They have no better 
purpose than to guard a piece of land so that neither can, 
bum-rush the other or try to defect" 
For Lee it was a very sobering experience. 
"These are real people with real guns who hate us. 
This wasn't a Disneyland lour." 
Less intimidating than the DMZ was the 
shopping. Lee said, "I bought five learner coats, three 
trench coats, and some other jackets. They have 
imitation everything — K. Swiss, Nike, Reebok. I got 
a $300 purse for SI5. 
"They will say anything or do anything to sell 
you something. It's four o'clock in the afternoon and 
they always try to give you a special price because 
you're their first customer. 
'There are thousands of people around but 
they haven't sold anything all day." 
After 23 days of shows and shopping, Lee's group 
headed for Japan. "We rode in military aircraft to mainland 
Tokyo," Lee said. "It's not Delta or United to say the least. 
You have to wear ear plugs or you may go deaf. 
"They are these little squishy things that you ball up 
and stuff into the depths of your ears and then let them 
expand. They're very uncomfortable." 
King's Company arrived in Japan in time for 
Christmas. Lee said that although the military base and many 
of the shops were decorated for the holiday, it was very 
different from what she was used to. "Japan is Buddhist," 
she said. 
According to Lee, the cost of living is 
almost four times higher than in America. "I was in 
McDonald's and bought a medium order of french fries and it 
cost $3.1 didn't even get water to go with it." 
But, for the most part Lee liked Japan. 'The people were 
nice and honest. It was pleasant to look at." 
The group's cultural experiences included 
government subsidized Sake Houses and 
Kabuke theatre. Lee described the Kabuke as 
"something like performance art. 
"These guys are really into strange 
movement. It's not exactly like dance. 
They'd give you the swivel neck — like a 
sister trying to tell you off. They'd swivel 
their neck and yell 'Yaw Haw!' 
"It was almost like a martial arts 
movie with neat costumes." 
On the way to Johnston Island, the tour's final 
destination, the group stopped off in Hawaii and went 
backward in time. 
"It was a 44-hour day. We left Okinawa at noon and 
when we got to Hawaii it was five o'clock in the morning 
 I 
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on the same day that we left At first 
we were 14 hours ahead of the east coast, when we got there we were" 
six hours behind the east coast — at a time that was seven hours earlier 
than we had left," 
Despite the lack of sleep, Lee described Hawaii as "great. We went 
to almost every beach and took lots of pictures." 
The next day, Lee and the rest of King's Company headed for 
Johnston Island. According to Lee, the enure American-owned island 
is a military base used for treating weapons plutonium. 
"It was fierce," Lee said. "It's tiny — three quarters of a mile wide 
SINGER page 19 
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ME Pizza 
-Hut 
$$\ Don't Miss 
Our Exit! 
6,9 & 12 Month 
1,2 & 3„Bedrooms 
Townhouses or Gardens 




Small Pets Welcome* 
• On Site 
HO*- 
Leases Available* 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Remodeled Kitchen 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• Furnished Apartments 
• New Lower Rates 
• Student Individual Leases 
• 24-Hour Maintenance 
Management 
Mon. - Fri. 
Weekends by Appt. 
' Some restrictions apply 
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harnsonburg, VA 2280.1 
Directions Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Bet 24$ East on Port 




Buy Any Pizza And Get A Second 
Pizza At 1/2 Price! 
For Delivery Call: 
433-4800 
For Dine-lnlCarryout Visit 
78 South Carlton St. 
434-0676 
2485 South Main St. 
433-1821 
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Singer 
CONTINUED from page 17 
and three miles long. It's actually an atoll, not an 
island, and the runway goes almost its entire length. 
"We were issued gas masks and injection stuff in 
case we were exposed to radiation. We didn't need 
it, but we did take a picture of ourselves wearing the 
gasmasks." 
The reception at Johnston Island was vastly 
different from any of the other stops. "When we 
arrived, they threw us a big party at the Colonel's 
house," Lee said. 
"We made friends there. People would call us up 
after shows and see if we wanted to go do 
something. Everything was paid for and the food was 
great. It was like eating at D-Hall except they had 
fat-free ice cream." 
After a short slay on Johnston Island, the group 
returned to Hawaii to catch flights home. 
"It wasn't like we were leaving yet. We had 
finished the last show two days prior. We had all 
been talking about going home and getting rid of 
each other. But, when I got on the plane, I bawled 
like a baby." 
Lee wrote the following about her final DOD 
experience on Jan. 19: 
"I just stepped on a plane to go home and this will 
be the first time I have traveled alone in 58 days. I'm 
ecstatic to be going home, but I can't stop crying and 
my nose won't stop running. 
"I'm really going to miss those guys . . . more 
than I ever dreamed I would. DOD really teaches 
you to bond ... and now that the unit has broken, I 
feel out of place. What happens next? How do I 
budget the next 72 hours of my life? It'll never 
"■■ 
VINCE RHODES/THE BREEZE 
JMU senior Tracey Lee (center) performed country, pop, Motown and patriotic music 
at various military bases throughout the Pacific. 
happen. 
"I know this book is filled with many angry or sad 
entries. But now that it's over, I can only cry and say 
that I'm going to miss the DOD #315 Pacific Tour. I 
had  a wonderful experience. Rock on and good- 
bye." 
Tracey Lee currently works for Royal Caribbean 
Cruise Lines. She will perform on the Majesty, the 
largest of RCCL's ships, for six months and return to 
JMU in the fall to finish her degree. 
In Need of cash? Experience? 
The Breeze is now hiring: 
Account Executives 
Responsibilities: 
Calling on local businesses to aquire accounts for 
advertising within the Breeze. You will work as a 
liason between your clients and your ad designer. 
Ad Designers 
Responsibilities: 
Designing ads for local businesses to be published in the 
Breeze twice per week. You will work with your 
account executive to give the client the desired results. 
Send Cover Letter • Resume • Clips to : 
Lisa Duffy 
Executive Business Manager 
The Breeze 
Anthony Seeger Hall 
Deadline: Fek 22,1993 
5:00 p.m. 
GIVE A GIFT 
FROM 
■"ZA" HEART! "Heart Shaped" 
Domino's Pizza 
It's the perfect Valentine's Day gift 
that your Someone Special is sure 
to enjoy. 
Just give us a call and order 
your Sweetheart's favorite 
Domino's Pizza, and tell us 
when and where to deliver. 









Reserve Your Delivery Now! 
Orders Will Be Taken 
Through Sunday, February 14. 
Please Place Order At Least 2 Hours In Advance> 
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THE POINT — 
a place to shop for dothes with the right 
attitude, the right Hair. Create your own 
unique style, that's THE POINT. 
FREQUENT BUYERS CLUB... 
JOIN UP! 
For just $5, you can become a member of our 
exclusive dub. YouH receive a membership card 
and these strong points — 
• EXCLUSIVE LOGO TEE SHIRT 
• EXCLUSIVE BASEBALL CAP 
• SPECIAL EVENTS 
• SPECIAL DISCOUNT! PROGRAM 
SHORT STORIES 
A. Embellished floral stripe vest with fashion pearl 
details. By Fashion Passport. S,M,L- (0001) 
Imported, $22 Belted "dirty dancing" shorts in 
stonewash blue or white cotton denim. By Rio. 
Sizes 3 to 13. Imported. (0002) 
Special Purchase 24.99 
B. Gingham floral vest by Anxiety. StfA- (0003) 
Made in USA. $22. Belted slouch shorts in khaki, 
sage, slate blue, rose, white or black cotton denim. 
By Vintage Blue. SMJ-- (0004) Imported, 
Special Purchase, 24.99 
Both outfits shown with Fashion Passport's twit 
work shirt in brown, mint, natural, slate blue or rose. 
.    S,M,L (0005) Imported, $28 
'S TO ORDER, call 1-800-955-0020 toll-free 
every day 8 am to 10 pm. P806 
W  For our hearing impaired customers 
TOLL-FREE TDD 1-800-955-0125 
From D.C call TDD 202-879-8050 
WOODWARD & LOTH ROP 
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Moorman, Dukes 
handle GMU 56-53 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
 senior writer  
Two nailbiters in less than one 
week — that's been the story for JMU 
head coach Shelia Moorman and her 
women's basketball team during the 
last two times out on the floor. And 
Friday night at the Convocation 
Center the Dukes didn't look pretty, 
but they did what they had to do to 
win, defeating George Mason 56-53. 
"The key to this game was that we 
had more points than they did," 
Moorman said. "We just persevered." 
The win came on the heels of an 
overtime loss at American earlier in 
the week. 
JMU remains in second place in the 
Colonial Athletic Association with a 
5-2 mark, trailing only first-place Old 
Dominion, which leads the pack with 
a 7-0 mark. The Dukes' overall record 
stands at 12-6. 
With the loss, GMU dropped to 12- 
7 on the year, 3-4 in the CAA. 
The Dukes overcame an eight-point 
deficit in the second half, and held off 
a late GMU run to clench the victory. 
Sophomore guard Mary Eileen Algeo 
scored the final four points for JMU 
and pulled down two key rebounds to 
seal the win. 
"Coach told us before the game that 
it would come down to who was more 
aggressive," Algeo said. "We just had 
to fight for it." 
Midway through the second half, 
the Patriots built their lead to seven 
behind the offense of junior forwards 
Nickic Hilton and Marcell Harrison. 
"Things looked pretty bleak at that 
point," Moorman said. "We knew we 
had to get some defensive stops. 
[Harrison and Hilton] will have big 
games, but you can't let the support 
cast have career nights against you. 
We were able to shut the support cast 
down." 
The GMU duo, who have played 
together since high school, combined 
for 33 points on the game. 
The JMU defense then clamped 
down on the Patriots, allowing just 
one point from Hilton and a single 
field goal from Harrison during the 
last eight minutes of the game. 
"Once we adjusted, I think we did 
well," Algeo said. "They seemed kind 
of raided when they couldn't get the 
ball where they wanted to." 
After JMU junior center Andrea 
Woodson tied up the game, the Dukes 
turned the comer and would not back 
down. Junior point guard Gail Shelly 
sank two free throws, and JMU took 
the lead for good, 50-48, with 4:18 to 
DUKES page 25 
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Sophomore Christina Lee led the Dukes with 14 points Friday. 
Last-second chance fails, Dukes fall 58-57 
by Ian Record 
senior writer 
GREENVILLE, N.C.—JMU had its unblemished 
conference record wrestled from the boards Saturday 
night, losing to East Carolina in a 58-57 thriller at 
Minges Coliseum. 
JMU trailed most of the second half but put 
themselves in a position to win, trailing by one with 
the ball and three seconds left on the clock. But the 
Dukes' comeback attempt ended with controversy 
when freshman guard Darren McLinton's jumper 
sailed right as time expired. JMU's coaching staff 
called for a foul on the play, but the referees 
disagreed. 
The loss ended an eight-game winning streak for 
the Dukes, dropping JMU to 15-5, 7-1 in the 
Colonial Athletic Association. 
"We were playing tight and we weren't playing 
with poise and confidence," JMU head coach Lefty 
Driesell said. "We forced things on offense and good 
teams don't do that." 
The difference in the game proved to be 
rebounding, as both teams shot less than 50 percent. 
The Pirates outrebounded JMU 33-26, and tallied a 
glaring 14-5 edge on the offensive glass. 
"They played us tough and hit the boards hard," 
senior center Jeff Chambers said. "We didn't do a 
good job of boxing out." 
Driesell said, "They outplayed us. We turned the 
ball over too much, and they beat us on the boards." 
JMU's offense was set back when senior guard 
Bryan Edwards got in early foul trouble. Edwards 
picked up his third foul only three minutes into the 
game and sat out the remainder of the half. 
On ECU'S first possession of the second half, with 
just eight seconds elapsed, Edwards picked up his 
fourth personal foul and didn't return until the late in 
the second half. He scored only four points in 13 
minutes of action, eventually fouling out with under 
a minute to play. 
In last year's game in Greenville, Edwards had 
similar trouble, fouling out with over six minutes 
remaining in the game. 
"Edwards' getting into foul trouble in the first five 
minutes didn't help us any," Driesell said. "He has 
got to play smarter than that." 
ECU head coach Eddie Payne said, "With 
Edwards out, they couldn't do everything they 
wanted to offensively. That contributed to the slower 
tempo." 
McLinton replaced Edwards and led the Dukes 
with 11 points. Chambers and sophomore guard Kent 
Culuko chipped in 10 points apiece. 
ECU was led by junior guard Lester Lyons, who 
had 12 points. Junior forward Curley Young added 
11 points for the Pirates. 
The Dukes trailed by as many as nine points in the 
first half before a three-point play by McLinton gave 
JMU a 32-30 lead at intermission. 
But the game's slow, tempo favored ECU, which 
had been the Pirates' strategy going into the contest 
JMU was held to less than 60 points for the second 
straight time in CAA play. 
"I told our players that if the game was in the high 
70s or higher that we were not going to win," Payne 
said. "The tempo worked in our favor." 
McLinton said, "We rushed a few shots but we 
tried to keep our composure in the second half." 
The second half was tight before a pair of treys by 
senior guard Ronnell Peterson pushed ECU'S lead to 
54-50 with 4:08 left 
JMU answered with three pointers from Edwards 
and McLinton, which cut the lead to 58-57 with 10 
seconds remaining. Pirate freshman guard Kareem 
Richardson then missed the front end of a one-and- 
one, setting up JMU's game-winning attempt with 
three seconds left. 
Chambers inbounded the ball to McLinton, who 
missed a jumper from outside the arc as time 
expired. 
"I got fouled after the shot," McLinton said. 
Driesell said, "We had a shot to win it at the end, 
and if we had taken the ball to the hole instead of 
shooting the jumper, we could have won the 
ballgame. I thought Darren got fouled on the shot—it 
looked like he did anyway. But that's the way it 
goes." 
The Dukes' road trip doesn't get any easier as 
they travel to UNC-Wilmington to take on the 
Seahawks tonight before returning to the 
Convocation Center Saturday against William & 
Mary. 
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WALK TO CAMPUS 
4 and 5 BR UNITS 
FULLY FURNISHED 
5 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS 
Contact Dr. D.Craig Smith for further information. 8:00 AM. -10.00 PM. 434-3509 






300 Minutes ONLY $39.00 
Easyjhn?-*. 




f Expires 2-28-93   A'lA     f\Q C\Q     Time must be 
W   lpercustomer   H-J^-UOUO used by 12-31-93 W 
CY'S ELECTRONICS 
VCR •MICROWAVE 
TV SALES AND SERVICE 
SPECIALIZING IN SERVICING AND 
REPAIR OF VCR'S CAMCORDERS, 
MICROWAVES, NINTENDO AND TV'S 
*WE BUY OLD TV'S AND VCRs" 
n        564-2967     §BE^ 
913 S. HIGH ST.  HARRISONBURG 
Double Rose bud 
Triple Ro«c bud \h$c 
Tnplc Carnation Vase 









• Caidic* • Gift <&eb • 
• Ctfdi • Migi • Oft Tote* • 
• Jpbftiig Aoccworici • 
• Boxer 3lofU« 
el dcllrcf uytkligl 
$2 ■•• -     . 
l, 2   1<     S16.<* 
^ ■ *, r • 
1 
■    • 
Free enclosure card 
with every ord 
Deadlines for orders 
*.5:00PM thurs., 
:x.,-.■:;:.;'■ 
All orders must be paid at time of ordering! 
Specify ALTERNATIVE CHOICES in the event of shortages! 
CALL US AT 568-3922 HOURS:     M-F   7AM-MIDNIGHT/   S&S   9AM-MIDNIGHT 
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JMU swimmer making a big splash 
by Kevin Finch 
stqffwriter 
He's only a sophomore. He didn't even compete 
in the butterfly event a year ago. He doesn't have a 
nickname, and if you don't watch the JMU men's 
swimming and diving meets, you may not even 
know who he is. But, if you are an opposing 
swimmer competing in the 100-yard or 200-yard 
butterfly, you know Mark Gabriele. 
Right now this soft-spoken swimmer holds the 
seventh fastest time in the nation in the 100-yard 
butterfly, and is ranked eleventh in the nation in the 
200-yard butterfly. 
"I have always loved the 100 fly because you can 
let it all go and just fly," Gabriele says. "Right now it 
is my best hope for the NCAA Championships." 
Gabriele gives most of the credit for his quick 
success to first-year coach Steve "Sid" Cassidy. 
"It's mostly the intensive training we did at the 
beginning of the year," Gabriele said. "I credit 
Coach, because he knows me better than I know 
myself." 
According to Gabriele, Cassidy has the team swim 
twice the amount of yardage that they swam last 
year. All of the training is paying great dividends. 
Cassidy won't take all the credit. "He is one of the 
most determined individuals I have ever come in 
contact with. You don't have to tell him to do 
anything twice, and you don't come across someone 
like that too often." 
At the beginning of the season, each swimmer set 
individual goals. One of Gabriele's aspirations is to 
swim the 200-yard butterfly in 1:46 and the 100-yard 
butterfly in :48. If he makes these marks, he is likely 
to receive an automatic berth in the NCAA 
Championships in Indiana March 18-20. 
"I think it's attainable because of the hard work 
we've done," Gabriele said. "My number one goal is 
go to the NCAA's in Indianapolis." 
He also  hopes  to make it to the NCAA 
RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE 
Sophomore Mark Gabriele is ranked nationally in the 100- and 200-yard butterfly. 
Championships again as a junior, and finish in the 
top eight. Accomplishing this would make him an 
All-American. Eventually, he wants to be the fastest 
in the nation. 
"My ultimate goal is to go to the NCAAs as a 
senior and win one of the fly events," Gabriele said. 
"That would be awesome, because aside from the 
Olympics, the NCAA's is the fastest meet in the 
world." 
Cassidy believes Gabriele has the tools to do 
anything he wants. 
"I can see him continuing to develop as long as he 
continues with the sport," Cassidy said. "There are 
no limits for Mark Gabriele." 
With his strong work ethic and desire to be the top 
in his event, Gabriele hopes he is well on his way to 
swimming success. "Whenever we're training hard, 
Coach uses the analogy that this is the time we are 
putting our deposits in the bank, and come 
conference time we will make a big withdrawal," he 
said. 
Mark Gabriele hopes to be a very rich individual. 
Hanging in the balance 
JMU sophomore Jennifer Grinnell (below) 
competed in the balance beam during 
Saturday's meet against North Carolina. JMU 
defeated the Tar Heels by a score of 185.95 
to 184.80. JMU's season record is now 4-1. 
And the winner is . . . 
PHOTOS BY MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
JMU junior Mike Onuska (above) took first place in the pommel horse 
competition of the Shenandoah Valley Invitational held in Godwin Gym Saturday 
with a score of 8.75. Onuska also finished fifth in the uneven parallel bars. JMU 
returns to action at home on Feb. 12 against William & Mary. 
■H 
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 433^4849 
Famous Taco Sal 




BRMUITMII  w pw 
TUUW If ONCtA$A!N THI ttMl TO ill! 
This time it's Wednesday nights, featuring our 
new night with unbeatable specials for the 
fairer sex from 7-9. 
Followed by Harrisonburg's original Karaoke 
show hosted by DJ Entertainment. 
It all adds up to a great night of entertainment 
for NO COVER!! 
2061 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 







If you would like to become an officer of the Marines, see 
your Officer Selection Officer Team Captain Graham and 
Sergeant Hamilton at the Warren Campus Center from 
11:00am -1:00pm on February 10, 1993 
or call 1-800-542-5851 in Virginia 
or collect (703) 387-1942 for more information. 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Thur». llAM - 1:30AM 
Fri. - Sat.        HAM - 3<JOAM 
Sunday UAM • 12<MAM 
ServingJMU 
702 E. Market SL 
rormer tfOU Purnmc* Rd. 
43S-H*M 
(4&'t2?2) 
Papa John's serving the perfect pizza 
after the perfect game. 
 T T  
Two 14" Large; 
g 
One 14" Large: "F^"xSPecla/
|M 





Not vd«i w/«yothtt coupon 
Addiuc™lTopp«j.95< I AddibonilTappnti95« 
Not vilidw/myodux coupon      |       Not vilid w/ «iy dher coupon 
THETA CHI 
SPRING RUSH SCHEDULE 1993 
Feb 9  Tues  Open House 473 S Mason St 8pm 
Feb 10 Wed  Open House 473 S Mason St 8pm 
Feb 11 Thur   Spaghetti Dinner 473  S Mason St 7pm 
Feb 12   Fri     Casino Night 473 S Mason St 10pm 
Feb 13  Sat    JMU B-ball    meet @ 815Forest Hill 6pm 
Feb 14  Sun    Pick up football   meet® 815 FHs 2pm 
Feb 16  Tues   Pool at WCC   gameroom 10pm 
Feb 17 Wed   HTS (JMU B-ball) & Pizza at Scotto's Sports 
Cafe  meet at Godwin bus stop 6:30pm 
Feb 18 Thur  Formal Smoker      473 S Mason St 6pm 
Feb 19   Fri     Bid Celebration!!! 9pm 
•for more info or transportation call 
 Harrison ® 433-8361   Mike Lee ® 432-9312 
■MBBMl^M^^H 
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Dukes  
CONTINUED from page 21 
play. 
With three seconds remaining, GMU's Meticia 
Watson missed two free throws that would have cut 
the lead to one. 
In the fust half, GMU dominated the boards 15-8 
and held JMU to just 36 percent shooting to help 
build a 27-23 halftime lead. 
JMU was led by Lee's 14 points on the evening, 
and freshman forward Heather Hopkins added 11 
points off the bench. Sophomore forward Radiff and 
Woodson both dropped in eight, and Shelly had 
seven points. Algeo chipped in with six points and 
five rebounds. 
"A young team like this needs experience to learn 
to come from behind," Moorman said. "They'll learn 
a lot more from this game than from a 20-point 
blowout-" 
The Dukes next travel to North Carolina for their 
weekend swing at East Carolina on Friday, followed 
by UNC-Wilmington on Sunday. 
Game Notes: 
• With their win Friday, the Dukes improved to 18-5 
against GMU since Moorman came to JMU in 1982. 
JMU has won 16 of the last 18 matchups against the 
Patriots. 
• Ratliff, who leads the Dukes in scoring at 15.1 
points per game, has scored in double figures in all 
but two of JMU's games this season, as well as being 
the leading scorer in 10 contests. 
• JMU has posted a record of 9-2 in the friendly 
confines of the Convocation Center, while just 3-4 
away from Harrisonburg. Six of the Dukes' final 
eight games are on the road. 
• In their 12 wins, the Dukes have given up an 
average of only 54.9 points per game. In their six 
losses, JMU has been blistered for 82.2 points per 
contest 
Activist, tennis star Arthur Ashe dies 
LOS ANGELES — Arthur Ashe, who gained 
world attention with both his battles on the tennis 
court and his struggles for human rights and 
against AIDS, lost his fight with the disease 
Saturday. 
Ashe, 49, died at 3:13 p.m. EST of pneumonia, 
a complication of AIDS, said New York Hospital 
administrator Judith Lilavois. 
Ashe'said he had contracted AIDS from an 
unscreened blood transfusion in 1983 during his 
second open-heart surgery. 
He went public with die news that he had the 
disease last April after learning that a newspaper 
planned to release the information. 
Among those reacting to Ashe's death Saturday 
was former Los Angeles Laker star Magic 
Johnson, forced to retire from basketball after he 
tested HIV positive. 
"Arthur Ashe's passing away makes this a very 
sad day, not only for the world of sports but the 
entire world in general," Johnson said. "Not only 
was Arthur a leading figure and pioneer for 
minorities in sports and business, but also in the 
fight against HIV and AIDS. " 
The only black man to win the Wimbledon 
championship and the U.S. Open, Ashe faced his 
condition with all the tenacity he had displayed on 
the court. Shortly after his announcement, Ashe 
founded the Arthur Ashe Foundation for the 
Defeat of AIDS. He also joined the boards of the 
Harvard AIDS Institute and the UCLA AIDS 
Institute. 
There was genuine shock at Ashe's passing 
because there had been no public 
acknowledgment that his condition had worsened. 
"I saw him not too long ago," said tennis player 
Tim Mayottc, "and he was talking about how well 
he was feeling. I certainly wasn't prepared for this 
to happen." 
In addition to Wimbledon and the U.S. Open, 
Ashe won the World Championship Tennis Finals 
and was ranked among the world's top players in 
1968 and 1975. 
Ashe was born July 10, 1943, and grew up in 
Richmond, Va. 
He pushed for racial equality and human rights 
with the same firm but low-key style he 
demonstrated on the court. 
He played the game with the best of his era, but 
he refused to play many of the mind games others 
employed to gain a psychological edge. 
No boorish behavior for Ashe. 
No volley of expletives. 
No attacks upon the integrity of the linesmen. 
Overall, Ashe played on Davis Cup squads for 
10 years, had a 28-6 record and was on four 
winning teams. He had a 106-28 lifetime mark in 
Grand Slam competition. 
He was ranked No. 8 in 1979 when he suffered 
a heart attack. Following surgery, he announced 
his retirement in 1980. 
But then, at 38, he was named captain of the 
U.S. Davis Cup team, fulfilling a lifelong dream. 
"When I was a kid, the three entities that meant 
the most to me were Forest Hills, Davis Cup and 
Pancho Gonzalez," Ashe said. "I figured that one 
day my time might come to be named captain. It's 
something I've always wanted." 
So back Ashe came to lead the United States to 
triumph in 1981 and 1982. He captained the U.S. 
squad for three more years before his retirement 
in 1985. 
That same year, he was inducted into the 
International Tennis Hall of Fame. 
Tanes/Washaigton Post news service 
FOUR STAR PIZZA 
FOUR STAR PIZZA 
FOUR STAR PIZZA 
^FOUR STAR PIZZA 






run ■ tax 
(each pizza) 
One large pizza with 
IMMOH?. TOPPINGS... 




$8" *-* + tax 
:FOUR 
PIZZA 
j ms '   + tax 
\ 133-3776 
\ Any large 
\        one item pizza 
■   (2nd pizza only $5) 
m One coupon per order. Limited delivery area 
TFOUR""'  
:STAR : PIZZA   V ^/    . 
: FTTT*        <S + tax 
Any large 
two item pizza 
(2nd pizza only $5) 
■ Any two big 12" subs 
■ and two 16 oz. drinks 














One coupon per order, limited delivery area ■ One coupon per order. Limited deliver) area 
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DORMS 
T. 2/lfc 
• and more • 1*M-»MI 
HOURS:    M-F   7AM^MIDNIOHT/   S&S   9AM-MIDNI0HT 
fefl§ ACCEPTED 
HOLE IN THE WALL NEWSSTAND 
30 S. Ma/n Sf. (Bes/cfe Jess's) 
433-3366 
You'll Find Things Here that You 
Won't Find on Ordinary Newstands!!! 
(Adult Movie Rentals Available) 
GRATEFUL 04I u  ^etul Dead 
DEAD &   Stickers & Bumper Stickers 
ugJP -Special Novelties 
T-SHIRTS 'All Occasion Humor Cards 
'Baseball Cards 
©LIQUID BLUI .mcense\coiw&stick) 
fs 
Restaurant 
UVtmrwr muatc liuma tm Mlarrixottburg 
171 N. Main St.  Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Blind Lemon Phillips hosts 
Open Stage • FREE hot do* bar & chili 
Tuesday— X\\e 0\\\et People     greatful tunes 
FREE taco & veggie bar 
Wednesdav-GWlb Droll Guitar whiz 
\Tkmdv-HSffl Punk it UM 
Heavy Rock! 




William Morris |ii«-st'iils «lii«-< I (■<>■>■ Frisco: 
JORMA K\lK()\t\ 
TWI Bob Driver 
Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day 
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30! 1 
GootfTitf^1 
°»:r.: 
m *i:^ '•''•■. 
mi Volleyball court 
H 
•00/77 
Full-size washer & driter 
:,m-f\ 
H Bus pickup every lb minutes 
v™, 24- hout 
H 
:-W 
■ ^^r ^.•j^'i-tw.,,^ ^ H 
■«/ftfefi 
,c^,. 
Double beds available 
■ 111 ■ * <*•' I i.'iri'^.?',rO"''lI I ..5.1'"'?ii. V= ■ 
=•*•'< nr.p.l' ■ WA 
>««• ■ 
M 
W.fc=K ■ EfflS- 
^H -S^f-!' 
v-:V" •*< ,''"4 
^kW 
■ ̂H ^■^^H 








1235-F Devon Lane, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday 
10-1 and 2-5 vSaturday 
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SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS 
Grapplers win three 
in Princeton 
The JMU wrestling team swept all 
three of its matches in a four-team 
tournament held in Jadwin Gym at 
Princeton. 
JMU, who defeated the host Tigers 
22-15, was led by John Capriotti, who 
pinned Ryan McElrath in 3:10 in the 
134-pound class. 
The Dukes went on to drop Lycoming 
36-3, and Harvard 25-16. Against 
Lycombing, nine of 10 JMU wrestlers 
won their matches. The Dukes' charge 
was headed by 150-pound Jude Arena 
and 177-pound Josh Henson, both 
winners in easy decisions. 
And against Harvard, Arena led six 
JMU winners against the Crimson. 
Men's track and field set 
school records 
Three JMU track and field records 
were set Sunday in Fairfax at the Mobil 
Invitational, held at the George Mason 
Field House. 
Jerry Roney finished sixth in the 60- 
meter hurdles, but set a school record 
and personal best with a time of 7.77. 
The relay teams in the 800-, 1600-, 
and 3200-meter events also set school 
records on the afternoon. 
In the one-mile event, JMU's Matt 
Holthaus finished second with a time of 
4:09.76. 
Fencing team runs into 
tough competition 
The JMU fencing team dropped its 
first four bouts on the season against 
stiff challenges Saturday at Penn State. 
The host Nittany Lions dumped the 
Dukes after sweeping 12 of the bout's 
16 matches. 
The bright spot of the afternoon came 
in JMU's bout against St. John's, in 
which Lynn Mulhern won all four of 
her matchups against the Redmen. But 
JMU still fell, 10-6. 
Temple and Columbia then defeated 
the Dukes by identical scores of 11-5. In 
the Temple bout, Mulhern was 3-1, but 
it was not enough to save JMU from its 
third and fourth defeats for the day and 
the season. JMU's record for the year 
now stands at 9-4. 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 8. 1993 
JMUResute 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
Greenville, N.C. 
East Carolina 58, JMU 57 
James Madison (57) 
Ekyju Mia EG EE E £ A 
Robinson 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 
McLinton 24 4-5 1-1 11 1 1 
Edwards 13 1-4 1-2 4 10 
Vcnson 5 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 
Culuko 28 2-5 5-5 10 1 2 
Davis 21     2-6   3-4   7    10 
Chambers 39 4-6 2-2 10 8 5 
Carter 33 4-8 0-0 8 7 2 
Riuer 33    3-6   1-4   7   4   3 
Team       200 20-4113-18 57 2613 
Three point goals: McLinton 2-2, 
Edwards 1-4, Culuko 1-3. Davis 0-2 
East Carolina (58) 
Piaver       Mia EC El £KA 
Lyons 21 5-9 0-0 12  1   1 
Richardson 35 3-9 3-5 9  4   5 
Hunter 23 2-7 0-0 4   10 
Young 16 5-10 1-2 11 3  0 
Copeland 33 1-5 0-5 2 14 2 
Peterson 25 2-6 1-2 7   1   1 
Gill 27 2-3 5-5 9   3   1 
Lewis 20 1-2 2-2 4   3  0 
Team 200 21-51 12-2158 3310 
Three point goals: Lyons 2-2, 
Richardson 0-1, Hunter 0-3, Young 
0-3.Peterson 2-2. Gill 0-1 
James Madison   30     27   —   57 
East Carolina    32    26   —   58 
Turnovers — JMU 15, ECU 13; 
Blocks — JMU 3, ECU 0; 
Field goal percentage — JMU 48.7, 
ECU 41.1 
Attendance — 5,000 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
Friday, Feb. 5 
Harrisonburg 
JMU 56, George Mason 53 
James Madison (56) 
Piaver Min EG EC E & A 
Algeo 34 3-7 0-16 5 1 
Ratliff 32 4-10 0-0  8 3 1 
Woodson 27 4-6 0-18 7 1 
Lee 34 4-12 5-8 14 2 6 
Shelly 31 1-10 4-5  7 2 0 
Powell 18 1-3 0-0 2 0 2 
Hopkins 24 4-5 3-4 11 7 1 
Gurile 0 0-0 0-0  0 0 0 
Team       200 21-5312-19 56 2612 
Three-point goals: Shelly 1-5,Lee 1-1 
George Mason (53) 
Piaver     Min  EG   EE E R A 
Teter 37 2-7    0-0 4 7 2 
Watson 26 2-S0-2 4 8 0 
Hilton 35 6-7   3-6 15 12 0 
Chaconas 29 1-4    0-0 3 0 1 
Harrison 29 8-16   0-0 18 2 3 
Mattheus 13 2-3    1-2 5 2 0 
Flynn 1 0-0   0-0 0 0 0 
Reynolds 15 1-20-0221 
Lacey 10 1-2   0-0 2 1 0 # 
Boone 5 0-2   0-0. 0 0 0 
Team       200 23-484-1053 36 7 
Three-point goals: Chaconas 1-1, 
Harrison 2-3. 
George Mason       27  26 —    S3 
James Madison     23   33 —   56 
Turnovers — GMU22, JMU 12; 
Blocks — GMU 2, JMU 0; 
Field goal percentage — GMU 48, 
JMU 40 
Attendance — 850 
WRESTLING 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
Princeton, N J. 
JMU 22, Princeton 15 
118 — P. Smith (JMU) won by 
forfeit 
126 — Bowers (P) def. Gordon, 
3-2 
134 —Capriotti (JMU) pinned 
McElrath, 5:10 
142 — Arena (JMU) def. Semins, 
11-2 
150 —Buck (P) def. Frey, 3-1 
158 — Roskos (P) def. Gray, 5-4 
167 — Stanek (JMU) def. 
Selcher, 8-3 
177 — Henson (JMU) def. Kotin, 
8-3 
190 — Walton (P) def. Lull, 4-0 
HWT —Hombeck (P)def. 
Washington, 8-3 
JMU 36, Lycombing 3 
118 —P. Smith (JMU) def. 
Parks, 8-0 
126 — Clark (L) def. Dugan, 9-7 
134 — Capriotti (JMU) def. 
Sullivan, 5-2 
142 — Arena (JMU) def. Knotts, 
11-2 
150 — Frey (JMU) def. Kuhnel, 
7-2 
158 — Gray (JMU) pinned 
Santana,4:19 
167 —M. Smith (JMU) def. 
Drake, 6-2 
177 — Henson (JMU) def. Riden, 
12-3 
190 — Crompton (JMU) def. 
Butler, 8-6 ' 
HWT — Washington (JMU) 
pinned Wesneski, 2:15 
JMU 25, Harvard 16 
118 — Gordon (JMU) won by 
forfeit 
126 — Aoki (H) def. P. Smith, 2- 
0 
134 — Capriotti (JMU) def. 
Davis, 2-0 
142 — Campbell (JMU) def. 
Ramsey, 12-6 
150 — Arena (JMU) def. Koch, 
9-1 
158 — Fronhoffer (H) def. Link, 
17-4 
167 — M. Smith (JMU) pinned 
Geistrung, 5:04 
177 —Henson (JMU) def. 
Frolano, 9-2 
190 — Drosos (H) def. 
Crompton, 4-3 
HWT — Cooper (H) pinned 
Washington, 2:33 
MEN'S GYMNASTICS 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
Harrisonburg 
Shenandoah Valley Invitational 
Floor exercise: 1. Genaro 
Severino, Pittsburgh, 9.30 Top 
JMU: 2. Todd Mercer, 9.25 
Pommel horse: 1. Mike Onuska, 
JMU, 8.75 
Still rings: 1. Severino, 9.50 Top 
JMU: 6. Scott Vierschilling, 8.50 
Vault: 1 .Severino, 9.25 Top 
JMU: 2. Mercer, 8.85 
Parallel bars: 1. Ben Auzenne, 
William & Mary, 9.25 Top JMU: 
5. Onuska, 8.60 
Horizontal bar: 1. David Trites, 
Radford,9.40TopJMU:5. 
Travis King, 8.85 
WOMEN'S 
GYMNASTICS 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
Harrisonburg 
JMU 185.95, UNC 184.80 
Balance beam: 1. Shane 
Murphy, JMU, 9.70 (new JMU 
and Godwin record) 
Floor exercise: 1. Ivy Wells, 
JMU, 9.80 (ties JMU and 
Godwin record) 
Vaulting: 1. Wells, JMU, 9.40 
Uneven parallel bars: 1. 
Murphy, JMU, 9.60 
All-around: 1. Tracey Knowles, 
UNC, 37.55 Top JMU: Murphy, 
37.45 
JMU Record: 4-1 
WOMEN'S 
TRACK AND FIELD 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
Blacksburg 
Diet Pepsi Invitational 
Top JMU finishers: 
Triple Jump — Katrina Allen, 
38* 1/2" (ECAC qualifier) 
20-pound weight throw — 3. 
Susan Ferrei, 38'8" 
Sunday, Feb. 7 
Fairfax, 
Mobil 1 Invitational 
Top JMU Finishers: 
1,600-meter relay (4x400) — 
Tiombe Hurd, Janai Hill, Erica 
Bates, Amy Taylor, 3:57.84 
(ECAC qualifying time) 
MEN'S 
TRACK & FIELD 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
Lexington 
VMI Winter Relays 
Top JMU finishers: 
High Jump — 6. Justin Besachio 
6'4" 
3,200-meter relay — 6.8:25.60 
™~^^"     '     lll-p^^—^^ 
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CALVIN & • : :•*: \/BiUWatterson THE FAR SiOE/Gary Larson 
LOOK AT THIS SANDWICH 
W MOM MADE.'   1M NOT 
EATING THIS WRETCHED 
■miNG.' . 
OH LOVELY SNOWBALL, 
PACKED WITH CARE, 
SMACK A HEAD THAT'S 
UNAWARE.' 
WU1. THIS SOAMD ISNT 
EVEN FRESH/ SKELL \T/ 
LOOK. HOW RuBBEM IT IS/ 
. AND TUE WK1 BRINE HAS 
1 SOAKED THE BREAD.'   THE 
PICKLES ARE PULP/ 6R$fl5.' 
\ 
3rH 
THEN WITH FREEZING 
ICE TO SPARE,     ■ 
MELT AN& SOW THRCM6U 
^ UNDERWEAR/ 
(   XANNA   ^ 
V   TRADE? J 
NOBOOS WILL TRADE 
WlfH A KID WHOSE MOM 
MAKES A BAD SANDWICH. 
T 
FL.1 STRAIGHT AND TRUE, 
HIT HARD AND SQUARE • 
THIS, OH SNOWBAU-, 
IS M PRA1ER.. 
/ I ONLt THROW 
I   CONSECRATED 
V   SNOHBAVLS. 
W KNOW WHAT 
ASTRONAUTS CAN 
DO RK3WT IN THEIR 
SPACESUITS? 
Don't touch it, honey ... it's just a face in the crowd. 
.7*.! fw*—     '*& lwWwti .'■ IMUOuMl 9, uiwtml (■>•*. !>,nacjkr 
OUTER BOUNDS/CJ. Grebb 
Just as Dale entered the clearing and discovered, 
standing together, the Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot 
and Jackie Onassis, his camera jammed. 
EVEN 
AU€Kl 
As UP SPEAK, 
RACES STUDY  US. 
(         JMCRcoRV 
ONLY A TftDLY AW06AWT 
RACE UOOLO Assume ue 
WE*6 TW6   OWLV CJOM.O 
To  LOOK   AT y Hou>sve<*. 
© ! 
o— 4 
So  \tou DIP  WE 66T So 




O   Q 
o- 
CK 
OK)E   CAU OMLY 606SS.. 
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TEARECURRENTLY RENTING FOR FALL '93! 
No Assembly Required - Even Your Cable 
T.V. Hook-up Is Included! 
Each fully furnished 4 bedroom apartment comes with: 
• Free Cable television 
(a $650 savings - includes 
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.) 
• Double bed in each bedroom 
• Full size washer and dryer 





Call us at 
432-0600 and 
get off campus 
this fall! 
• Built in microwave oven 
• Patio or balcony 
• Free Water and Sewer 
• Free trash pick-up 
• Telephone hook-ups 
in each bedroom 




Sun by appointment 
_—. —- 
Stop By Today And Register For Our $400 Spring Break Giveaway! 
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FORREffT 
1 ft 2BR - 3 blocks campus. Hoi water, 
furnished 432-3979/ Leave rnswigs ft lima 
(orrstumcalQuiMsscumnaiBhbomood 
TBR house - 290 W Wolle Individual 
ISMN. W/D, 2 kitchens. 2 bathrooms. 432- 
3979. laaya massage 
For rant - 7IR house, 2 lull baths. 2 
complete kitchens. W/D. 432-3979, leave 
massage, Indkndual leases 
VTtageLane ft ML View Drive townhouse - 
5BR, tumishsd; $175-$210/mo ,1 year lease 
(8/93*94), (703) 450-5006. 
Nags Head, NC - 2 relatively new houses; 
fully lurnished; W/D; OW; central A/C, 
Available May 1 through August 31; sleeps 
7,$1500/mo.; sleeps 9 (3 floors). $1900/mo 
(804)850-1532. 
3BR duplex (Has everything) - June 1, 
1993. $480/mo. 434-2100 
501 High - 4/2 BR. Next lo campus 
Available August $l35/mo. 433-1010 
2 large roams - In nice houses near JMU & 
town. Leases negotiable, $l80-$235/mo. 433- 
3025,568-3784 
1993/94 teases available - Spacious rooms, 
nice houses near JMU ft town. $180- 
$235/mo. Amenities. 433-3025, 568-3784. 
Special deals lor preplanned groups. 5AM ft 
3RM. 
Summer sublet -  Hunter's  Ridge, 
townhouse, lurnished, $180+ utiflies, 1BR 
Cal 432-0320. 
4BR house close to campus - Living, 
dming, kitchen with 2 lul baths. W/O. August 
lo August leas*. $170/mo/studeni. Large 
yard. Cal 434-1139. 
SI* BR in Forest Hills townhouse - For 






1 BEDROOM APT. $2507110. 
2 BEDROOM APT. J350/MO. 
3 BEDROOM APT. $375/MO. 
4 BEDROOM APT. $600/MO. 
ALL APT. NEAR CAMTRELL 
BRIDGE 
ONE OF THE CLOSEST 
COMPLEXES TO JMU 
OWNER/MANAGERS 
THE GOOD APARTMENTS GO 
FIRST SO COME BY AND SEE US 
Half block Irom campus - 4BR, 2 bath, 
contemporary near Anlhony-Seeger. M/W, 
W/O. water ft trash, parking $210 for lour. 
432-1775. 
5BR house - W/O, OW, AC, August lease 
X3068 or 432-0449. 
Duke Gardens - 'The doses) apartments lo 
the Quad* 3BR, 2 1/2 baths, W/O, everything 
plus convenience. $630. 564-0807, 
Funkhouser Management Division. 
Townhouse* in Country Club Court - 4 
extra large BR, 2 1/2 baths, W/O, range, 
refrigerator, $650-$670/mo. 564-0807. 
Funkhouser Management Division. 
Gingerbread house - iBR apts.. large BR, 
large Sving room. $320 - $360/mo. 564O807, 
Funkhouser Management Division. 
2 ft 3$* condes lor those who me to relax 
at home. Pool, Jacuzzi, weight room ft much 
more. MarJson Manor, 432-1860 Funkhouser 
Management Division Ask lor Joe 
University Place - 4BR, 2 baths, W/O. 
range, refrigerator. M/W. $750. 564-0807, 
Funkhouser Management Ovision 
Summer sublet - The Commons, IBR, 
furnished, tree cable, $150 Avaiane May - 
August Cal 433-7860. 
Townhouse - Furnished, female, JMU, 3 
blocks. W/O. Available August. $150. 434- 
1040 
4BR furnished condo - Hunter's Ridge, 
owner sacrlice, $66,900.4344172 
5 used CDs-each $6,564-1238 
2 strapless lormal dresses - Pink, tea 
length; white, full length. Sizes 10-11. 564- 
1238. 
Tired ol waking to class? Moped for sale 
Looks, runs lie new. $275. Park i anywhere 
on campus. Tapio, 564-0569 
Cross stitch - JMU, Greek, 1300 books, Mil 
HI! beads, 10 minute wak down Mason St at 
Frankin. Dee's Needleworks, 434-634/ 
AXP Brother Auction - February 11, 
Thursday evening, 9pm $1-2 at the door. 
Semi-formal attire requited. Cal x5508 for 
details 
Shop Encore Consignments 
for Valentine's 
Heart shaped sterling rings, crystals, 
bracelets, pendants & more at 
discount prices. 




Greeks ft Clubs - $1,000 an hourl Each 
member of your Irat, sorority, Mam, dub, etc 
pilches in just one hour ft your group can 
raise $1,000 in just a few days! Plus a chance 
to earn $1,000 for yourselfi No cost. No 
obkgason. (800) 932-0528, i65. 
Summer jobs ft Internships - University 
Directories, the nation's largest publisher ol 
campus telephone directories, is interviewing 
goal oriented students for a challenging, tuft- 
time summer position. Gain valuable 
experience in advertising, sales ft public 
relations. Average earnings $3,900 Expense 
paid training program in Chapel Hill, NC. 
College credit may be available. Interview on 
campus February 19. Information ft interview 
sign-up available today at the Career 
Services Center, Sonner Hal or call (800) 
7434556 
Can you manage on an extra $2500? 
Practical experience lor Business/Marketing 
majors. Manage credit card promotions on 
campus lor a National Marketing Firm. Hours 
flexible. Earn up to $2S007ierm Call (800) 
950-8472, xl 7. 
Camp counselors wanted - Magnificent 
coed weight loss. All sports, crafts, sewing 
ceramics, computers, WSIs, theatre, piano, 
dance, aerobics, weight training, riflery, 
backpacking, kitchen, office. Camp Shane, 
Ferndale, NY 12734. (212) 877-4644. 
A small Harrisonburg business needs a 
reliable person to work about three hours a 
day, preferably in the afternoon, in our offices 
in downtown Harrisonburg. Duties would 
include some data entry ft packing up videos 
to be shipped around the country. 
$5.50/hour. Apply in person at 122 S. Main 
Street, suss 208. Ask lor Susan 
Outer Banks largest watersports center 
hiring enthusiastic persons lor 
saikng/windsurting instruction, powerboat ft 
equipment rentals, retail Contact Bill Mies, 
North Beach Sailing, Ire . Box 8279, Duck, 
NC 27949. (919)261-6262. 
Challenging Summer jobs with outdoor 
fun - Salary ft RM/8D in camps lor disabled 
persons. Need male/female camp counselors, 
liteguards ft spedalists in lood service, 
canoeing, 4 camping/nature. In beautiful Bue 
Ridge Mountains or near Virginia's East 
Coast. Great sxperiencs lor any future 
careerl Training provided. Apply ASAP to 
Camp Easter Seal, Box 5496, Roanoke, VA 
24012(800)365-1656. 
Athletic Instructor (Put tans) - Must have 
some knowledge ol soccer ft the ability to 
work with youth. Afternoon ft evening hours 
(10-20 hours per week). Apply to 
Harrisonburg Dept. ol Parks ft Recreation, 
305 South Dogwood Dr., Harrisonburg, VA 
22801. Deadline is Friday. Feb. 19.5pm. 
Waitresses - Jess' Quick Lunch, 22 S. 
Mail St.. Morning ft afternoon shifts Apply in 
person. 
LOST & FOUND 
Found in Gibbons Dining Hall - A very nee 
men's winter coat found several weeks ago in 
Gibbons. Must identify 
Lost - Gold locket/necklace, February 2 
Education bldg Sentimental value. 433-0572. 
WANTED 
SERVICES 
Resumes that work so you can Expertly 
written; typeset 434-0515. 
Valentine candy - Fudge, jelly beilys. 
chocolate. Village Bazaar, Kroger Center. 
Typist - Accurate, reasonable, close to 
JMU Rush jobs welcome. 4344947. 
NOTICE 
For more information & assistance 
regarding the investigation of 
financing business opportunities & 
work at home opportunities, contact 




-Save big on Spring Break '93 - Jamaica, 
Cancun, Bahamas from $4591 Florida from 
$1391 Hurry, these trips wil sel outl Organize 
group ft travel free! Call Sun Splash Tours, 
(800)426-7710. 
Spring Break) Bahamas cruise, 6 days, 
$2791 Panama City, rooms with kitchens, 
$119, Dsytona $149, Cancun $459, Jamaica 
$4791 (800) 6784386. 
Ski Mount Sutton, Canada for Spring 
Break! 5 day Ml ticket, 5 nights lodging in 
mountainside condo, 5 days ft nights of 
intercollegiate parties, races ft activities lor 
only $209! Sponsors include LaBalt's. Ml. 
Sunon ft Molson Transportation available 
John G, 432-1277. 
Awesome Spring Break Bahamas cruise 
$279! Indudes 6 days in Bahamas, 10 meals! 
Sail from Florida! Beautiful beaches, great 
nightlife! Drinking age 18! Springbreak, 
(800)678*386 
SBting fiieaJs 
Best Prices Around! 
Nassau, Bahamas $299 
Cancun, Mexico      $429 
Time ol your life! We know from 
experience! Call Jill, 432-9324 
or Elizabeth, 568-7151 
SKI Springbreak Intercollegiate ski weeks- 
Only $209 Indudes: 5 day lit ticket* nights 
lodging (Mountainside condo)/5 days 
Intercolegule activities (Drinking age - 18). 
Sponsored by Labatt's, Evian, Molson ft Ml. 
Sunon, Canada (Just across the Vermont 
border). Group leader discounts. Springbreak 
93. Cal SKi Travel Unlimited, (800)999-SKI9. 
Wanted - Inqulsatv* '93 Summer students. 
Selected sited in Costa Rica. Bio program 
(July 4-August 5), 6 hr credit Plants ft birds 
For non-science ft seance majors $3800 all 
inclusive. Coftage d WMam ft Mary. For info 
cal (804) 221 -2238 United spaces available 
PERSONALS 
Sophomore class Habitat For Humanity 
excursion, Feb. 20,1993. 50 caring people 
are needed to build homes lor 
underprivileged persons. Wil leave campus 
7am ft return to 8pm. Call Marybeth at 15492 
to reserve your spot by Feb 13,1993. 
Adoption - Loving couple unable lo conceive 
child d their own wishing to adopt an infant. 
We can heb each other Please call collect, 
Robyn ft Scott, (703) 742-7091. 
Picture your love or yourself - Photography 
by Jenkins. 434-7766. 
Cross stitch - JMU, Greek, 1300 tiles, Mil 
Hill beads, 10 minute walk down Mason 
Street at Franklin. Dee's Needleworks, 434- 
6347. 
Psi Chi, psychology honor society 
Mormaeonal Meeting for prospective 
mombois Tueedey, Feb. 9, 6-7pm, 
ViSey Room, WCC 
Wednesday, Feb. 10, 5-6pm, Piedmont 
Room, WCC Attend either meeting to 
pick up application. 
Ouestions? Call Kristen Zentotich, 
X4448 
Adoption option - Tim ft Vcki wish to share 
our horns with an infant We both have 
college degrees ft work in education. Our 
hobbies are music, got ft church activities. I 
you wish to talk with us, please call our 
counselor al (800) 296-2367. 
Adoption - A lie fitted wrth love, laughter ft 
lullabies. Happily married couple hoping to 
adopt Cal Jeannie ft Ken collect. (804) 282- 
1652. 
2TA - Only 365 more days until next Post 
New Years! 
Applications for the American 
Enterprise Scholarship are now 
being accepted. Any person who has 
exhibited a form of entrepreneurship 
is eligible to apply. Applications 
available in ZSH Room 523. Feb. 9, 
4pm is deadline. Sponsored by 
Assoc of Collegiate Entrepreneurs. 
Adoption is love for life - Please cal us i 
adoption is right for you We promise your 
white newborn a Christian home filed with 
love S a 4 yr old brother to welcome a new 
baby home. Call (800) 464-2057, code 7625. 
KARATE 
JMU Martial Arts Club 
Instruction provided by 
Halterman Karate Institute 
Mondays & Wednesday nights 
First class begins at 7pm 
Godwin Room 218 
TWO FREE LESSONS 
ACE - JMlfs entrepreneurship dub wil be 
holding an informational meeting Tuesday, 
Feb. 9 at 7pm in the Valley Room of WCC. All 
majors interested please attend to learn 
more 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
National Leadership Honor 
Society Spring Membership Drive 
February 8-12 
Applicants must have 60 credit 
hours 4 3.0 GPA 
Pick up applications In 
Alumnae 106. Due 5pm Feb. 12. 
Sophomore Semi-Formal 
Msrdl Gras Night 
Featuring After Five, a sensational 
OJ, & fully catered. Tickets must be 
purchased in advance. Sales begin 
Feb. 1-12 from 12-5pm In the SGA 
Office. $5/couple, $3/person. For 
more info, call Gavi at x4910. 
P.K4> devils - Thanks lor taking us to 
heaven Saturday! 2TA 
Party houses - North Myrtle Beach. 
Welcome M groups Group-leader discounts 
Call Myrtle Beach Tours, 9 4pm (703) 250- 
2125 
All Commuter Student 
Council positions now open 
for FaJI '93. Pick up an application at 
the CSC or COCL Information Desk 
at Wine-Price Hall. Deadline for ALL 
applications: February 15. 
(Stipends offered). 
Give blood! Alpha Phi sponsored blood 
drive on Wednesday, Feb. 10 from 11 - 4 in 
PC Ballroom! Give the gift of life to 
someone 
Oept of Foreign Language* ft Literature 
FL 30S (3 cr«*t») France ft Italy 
Mey 9-27 
Wail: Paris, Loire Valley (Chateaux), 
French Riviere, Venice, Florence, Rome! 
Coat: $2,350 (plue tuition) include* 
tranaportation, hotels, entrance fee*, 
breakfasts ft dinner*. Details: Stop by/ 
call Or. Hsmlet-MeU, Keercll 420/ »606». 
X<J> - Gratfeting with you was a ton of fun! 
IK 
Balloons for your sweetie, friend, 
admire*- Buy a Heartgram from an Alpha 
Phi! Available for order through Friday! AJpha 
Phis wil personally deliver your Valentine git! 
Check your mailbox or find a Phi to order! 
SAMPSON : HERO OR JERK? 
Biblical Self Defense For Women 
Tuesdays In February 
12 Noon 
Msssanutten Room 
Sponsored By PCM 
Better Wear A Hardhatl 
Ami - It's been a great six months! Thanks 
lor going to the Orioles game with me! Love, 
Fruity Pebble 
WAS DELILAH WRONG? 
Biblical Self Defense For Women 
Tuesdays in February 
12 Noon 
Massanutten Room 
Sponsored by PCM 
Better Wear A Hardhatl 
X* - Thanks lor the groovy time Saturday 
night! AIT 
Buy a "Heartgram' Irom an Alpha Phi! Tel 
someone you care! Only $2 ft $2,501 
Available for order through Friday! 
Help reestablish one of 
JMU's oldest fraternities. 
Become a co-founder! 
Rush 
4>X 
TKE - Great Happy hour! Let's do it againi 
IK 
m, SPE. Ill- Great 4-way! Thanks! IK 
Alpha Phis A-Phissco heart-health tip for 
the week - Aerobic exercise increases lung 
cspscty which strengthens heart muscles! 
-^^^^^^^^M^M 
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The Best Pizza in Town ... Honest 
"..♦You can't fool 
all of the people 
all of the time." 
Mr. Gatti's agrees with Abe. 
No coupons, no gimmicks.   Just 
the best pizza at the fairest price... 
All of the time! 
Ili 
Available Daily 
11 AM -2 PM.. $3.99 
5:30 PM-8:30 PM $4.29 
All Day Weekend Buffet 
All-You-Can-Eat Pizza, Pasta, and Salad 
(We Make Pizza To Your Request) 
CHOICE OF TOPPINGS 
Fresh Provolonc Cheese Mild (Sausage 
Fresh Cheddar Cheese    black Olives 
















11 AM -1 AM Sunday - Thursday 
11 AM -2 AM Friday -Saturday 
433-0606 
$ 5.53 
($6 price includes tax) 
1 TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA & 
2 DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 6.45 
($7 price includes tax) 
2 or 3 TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA & 
2 DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 6.45 
($7 price includes tax) 
1 TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA & 
4 DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$7.37 
($8 price includes tax) 
2 or 3 TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA & 
4 DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-out 
No Coupon Necessary 
